Welcome to the latest edition of our Annual Report Insights. As ever, we have scoured the reports of 100 listed UK companies, of various sizes and in various industries, in order to provide you with insight into FTSE reporting practices. We look at the whole report, including the strategic report, governance content and the financial statements, with a focus on how companies are responding to new requirements and areas of regulatory focus as well as ways in which companies are innovating when reporting.

The big picture
So what’s changed in companies’ most recent reports? You can probably guess whether reports got shorter or longer, but it is more interesting to look at the big picture and the way that corporate reporting is evolving to reflect broader economic and societal changes.

Looking back 20 years, the average report was 43% narrative (and 57% was the financial statements). Now, the narrative makes up 61% of the report. This shift reflects an increased recognition that the income statement and the balance sheet do not, in isolation, tell the whole story. It doesn't take long to think of large corporates with hugely valuable brands, where those brands are not recognised in the accounts. Brands are an easy example here, but there are many more factors that are important to a company and which people want to know about when they pick up an annual report. Compared to 70% last year, we saw 77% of companies identifying key inputs in their business models in the form of off-balance sheet resources and relationships such as customers, employees and intellectual property.

The IIRC’s International Integrated Reporting Framework (the <IR> Framework) can be helpful in this regard, and indeed six companies referred to it or produced a report called an “integrated report”. Linking to the above point around off-balance sheet resources and relationships, we felt that 32 companies were clearly considering the <IR> notion of capitals in their business models.

This past year has also seen increased focus on section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 (s172), which sets out that directors must promote the longer term success of the company, but having regard to, inter alia, employees’ interests, the need to foster relationships with suppliers, customers and others and the impact on the community and environment. The purpose of the strategic report, under company law, is to inform members of the company and help them assess how the directors have performed their duty under s172. In this year’s survey we saw 17 companies referring to the requirements of s172, typically in their governance statements and, pleasingly, generally avoiding boilerplate language. 69% described, to varying extents, how they engaged with at least one stakeholder group other than shareholders and 63% discussed value creation for stakeholders other than shareholders. 12 companies also referred to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

All these disclosures in today’s reports resonate with the FRC’s project on corporate culture, their proposed updates to the guidance on the strategic report and the government’s proposed governance reforms. The BEIS Select Committee’s April 2017 report on corporate governance also looked at how companies incorporate employee input into board discussions – at present, we saw only one company reporting about this.
More encouragingly, we saw 41 companies giving a clear, prominent description of their purpose beyond just making profits for shareholders. A company’s purpose should be more than simply an explanation of what the company does, but it should also reflect consideration of how value creation is sustainable, in the longer term, for its broader stakeholders.

Although, technically, they are only required to the extent necessary for an understanding of the business, non-financial KPIs were identified by 74% of companies, a slight increase on the 70% doing so last year. On average, those companies were identifying four such measures, often relating to customer satisfaction, employee engagement or health and safety metrics.

With an ever-increasing use of, and market reliance, on non-financial data and alternative performance measures, the quality of such data and the effectiveness of internal controls move into sharper focus, particularly since these are outside the scope of the traditional external audit. We saw 33% of audit committees in companies with an internal audit function failing to explain how they had assessed its effectiveness.

As companies endeavour to move away from an undue focus on short-termism, looking at their longer term viability statements, only 22% reported on a lookout period spanning more than three years, although the FRC and Investment Association encourage a longer lookout period where that is appropriate to the business cycle. This was up from 14% last year. In our opinion, only 58% had a satisfactory explanation of their lookout period which went beyond simply referring to the medium term planning cycle.

**Alternative performance measures**

ESMA’s recent guidelines on the use of alternative performance measures (APMs, sometimes referred to as non-GAAP measures) applied to all the annual reports we surveyed. APMs are commonly used throughout UK annual reports, with investors often finding them useful in addition to the statutory IFRS measures. Of the 92 companies clearly identifying their key performance indicators, all included APMs. Similarly, 88 companies presented high level highlights in their reports before getting into any detail, of which approximately 80% were financial metrics and roughly half of those were APMs.

Encouragingly, 88 of the 92 companies clearly identifying their KPIs provided comparative balances for all their APMs, in line with ESMA’s guidelines and aiding an understanding of performance trends. We also saw 15 companies (up from six last year) highlighting changes to their KPIs, rather than changing them without drawing this to a reader’s attention.

However, it appeared that some companies were open to challenge on the level of prominence given to APMs, bearing in mind ESMA’s recently published Q&As on their guidelines. Albeit the question of prominence will invariably require judgement, potential sources of challenge for some included failing to provide IFRS equivalents where they existed, providing APMs in larger or bolded font (for example in headlines for chairmen’s or CEOs’ statements) and discussing APMs before GAAP measures.
Nomination committee highlights
With increased attention on effective long-term governance, it was pleasing to see a substantial improvement in companies' disclosures on succession planning. 89% of boards disclosed activity in this area, up from 69% in 2016. In addition, the quality of disclosure was significantly improved across all sizes of companies. It was especially noticeable that the smaller companies outside the FTSE 350 started to include informative disclosures on succession planning this year.

41% of companies explained the findings of their board evaluation and related action points (2016: 27%). This is a focus area for corporate governance reform, with the BEIS Select Committee report on corporate governance calling for more robust education, role description and performance evaluation for non-executive directors.

On a related note, companies' directors' remuneration reports were on average 19 pages long, although no company gave ratios of CEOs' pay to employees, as is currently being proposed by government.

Risks and Brexit
The issue of Brexit was widely discussed, with 89 companies mentioning it in their annual report and 55 of these including Brexit as a principal risk or a contributing factor to a principal risk. Eight companies indicated their business model may change as a result of Brexit, 21 made a positive statement that their business model would not be changing and two indicated that their business model had already changed in response to the referendum result.

44% disclosed board-level attention to the topic of Brexit, where boards discussed strategy, principal risks and mitigating actions, whilst audit committees mentioned foreign exchange and treasury risk, potential impairments, principal risks and the impact on viability statements.

Interestingly, only two companies identified climate risk as a principal risk in its own right. Other environmental-related and broader sustainability principal risks were identified by a number of other companies. The recommendations of the Financial Stability Board's Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure are likely to be a challenge for many as they try to explain why climate risk is or is not considered a principal risk for their company. The FRC is adding further emphasis on climate risk in its proposed amendments to its strategic report guidance.

Far more common was the disclosure of cyber-related risks. 71% of the FTSE 350 companies surveyed identified cyber attacks as a principal risk and 49% of smaller companies were similarly concerned. Unsurprisingly, many boards are taking the threat seriously – 50% disclosed board attention on cyber risk/cyber security, including board training, presentations to boards or audit committees and externally provided projects regarding cyber security.
**Accounting highlights**

With big IFRSs on revenue and financial instruments becoming effective imminently, it was disappointing that an overwhelming majority of companies (94% for IFRS 9 and 92% for IFRS 15) failed to provide any insight into the expected impact of these standards. Some stated that they either hadn’t assessed the impact, or that there might be a material impact, but without providing any further insight into potential effects and some included no disclosure at all. No company surveyed quantified the effect these Standards will have. Regulators have already called for action on these disclosures, setting out in detail their expectations for the forthcoming reporting season.

The FRC is undertaking a thematic review of companies’ disclosures on significant accounting judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty. At present, 94% of companies seemed open to challenge either because they had at least one “significant judgement” which seemed unlikely to have a significant effect, or because they had at least one “key source of estimation uncertainty” which seemed unlikely to give rise to a material adjustment in the next 12 months. Companies would be well advised to take a closer look at the disclosures they are making in this area.

The FRC is calling for disclosure of sensitivity analyses for all key areas of estimation uncertainty. Only 7% of companies provided comprehensive disclosure. Most of the time sensitivities were being provided where other Standards, such as IAS 36 and IAS 19, require specific disclosures.

**Final thoughts**

The ongoing shift in expectations of what an annual report needs to convey leaves preparers facing an ever more difficult task. This year, annual reports got three pages longer, now reaching an average of 155 pages. With so much content, whether your focus is on clearer communications or innovation in reporting, I believe this publication’s findings and examples offer valuable insights.

Veronica Poole  
Global IFRS Leader and UK Head of Corporate Reporting  
Deloitte
Introduction

The overriding aim of this publication is to provide insight into practices in annual reporting, focusing on areas where requirements have changed, where regulators are focusing or where innovative practices are emerging.

The publication presents the findings of a survey of 100 annual reports of UK companies with a premium listing of their equity on the London Stock Exchange. As far as possible the sample is consistent with that used in previous surveys, comprising 18 FTSE 100 companies (2016: 19), 39 FTSE 250 companies (2016: 39) and 43 companies outside the FTSE 350 (2016: 42). Investment trusts, other than real estate investment trusts, are excluded from the sample due to their specialised nature. The reports analysed are for financial years ended between 30 September 2016 and 2 April 2017.

Each section addresses a different aspect of a typical UK listed company's annual report, generally distinguishing between:

- areas where compliance has been relatively good;
- areas where companies have struggled to comply with requirements; and
- areas where companies have gone beyond mere compliance and are innovating or voluntarily providing information.

Three topics in particular have, or will have, an impact on multiple parts of companies' annual reports and therefore arise in different sections of our publication. To help identify these recurring topics we have used the following colour-coding:

- **Brexit-related issues** – commentary highlighted green
- **Integrated reporting** – commentary highlighted blue
- **Governance reform** – commentary highlighted teal

Although our survey data uses only companies from our sample, when selecting examples of good practice, included at the end of each section, we have used material from the reports of companies that, in our view, best illustrate a particular requirement or innovation, regardless of whether they are in our sample.

Many more example disclosures can be found in an appendix accompanying the electronic version of this publication, available at www.deloitte.co.uk/annualreportinsights. A more detailed discussion of the regulatory requirements UK companies with a premium listing are subject to is also provided as an appendix in the electronic version.

Each section also includes a short list of items to watch out for in the reporting season ahead, again reflecting areas of changing requirements or practice and areas of regulatory focus.
1. Company purpose

We found 41 companies in our sample included a prominent and clear description of the company’s purpose, explaining why it exists. In these cases the purpose was not just to make profit for its shareholders. Nor was it just a description of what the company does. It was about its sustainable value generation, in the long term, for its broader stakeholders including employees, customers, society, regulators, investors and the environment.

There is an increasing acknowledgement that a company needs a societal licence to operate to rebuild trust in business. 73% of companies alluded to a desire to maintain a reputation for high standards of business conduct. This came through by acknowledging their need to earn a societal licence to operate, or, as in most cases, highlighting risks that might affect their reputation such as major environmental or ethical failures, and failure to adhere to regulatory requirements.

There is also increasing recognition that commercial success is linked to a commitment to sustainable development and that they are interdependent. This should be encapsulated in a clear, authentic purpose.

A clear company purpose sets the context for the company itself and, as a result, drives the company story told through the annual report. It underpins the business model and how the organisation creates value, drives the company’s strategy for stakeholder engagement, and reflects the underlying culture and values the company signs up to.

The length of purpose statements varied considerably. In our opinion, the most engaging were one to two sentences that gave enough space to say something of substance. Some reports, such as National Express Group PLC, clearly ‘marked’ their purpose to the reader upfront. Some organisations stated their ‘mission’ or ‘vision’. In some cases these encapsulated the purpose, but an overriding vision to ‘be the best...’ was not considered to get to the heart of a company’s purpose.

Good examples of purpose statements linked wider stakeholders back to what they do. For example Marks and Spencer Group PLC stated “We are committed to making every moment special for our customers, through our high quality, own-brand food, clothing and home products we offer in our 1,433 stores worldwide and online.” Similarly, Kingfisher plc wrote “Our ambition is to become the leading home improvement company. We believe everyone should have a home they feel good about, so our purpose is to make home improvement accessible for everyone.” Some others were generic, including a bland statement or ‘buzz words’, indicating that they ‘create sustainable value’, ‘unlock value’ or ‘make a difference’. Unfortunately this doesn’t give the reader much insight and could be for any company.

A company’s purpose might change or evolve as the environment changes. National Grid plc explained how it had revisited its purpose, supporting vision, strategy and values in the year. Howden Joinery Group Plc did the same.
What to watch out for

- Explain your company’s purpose. The importance of communicating company purpose and linking this to the strategy and business model is something that is drawn out in the FRC’s draft amendments to Guidance on the Strategic Report.3

Examples of disclosure

The following statements of purpose go beyond making a profit for shareholders.

**BT Group Plc**

Our purpose

Our purpose is as simple as it is ambitious: to use the power of communications to make a better world.

The world is changing. Political upheaval, social and demographical changes, increasing economic inequality and worsening environmental impacts are becoming the new norm. We believe that technology has an important part to play in addressing these challenges and creating opportunities.

**National Express plc**

Our purpose

Our customers are at the heart of what we do at National Express. Whether they are fare paying passengers, transport authorities or school boards, the mission is the same: to relentlessly meet their expectations.

As a leading international transport company, we provide a crucial service by conveniently connecting people to jobs, education, shopping and leisure in an environmentally responsible way, through value fares.

**Pearson plc**

At Pearson we have a simple mission: to help people make progress in their lives through learning.

**National Grid plc**

Our purpose

Having a clear sense of what we stand for as a company and what it is that binds us all together is vitally important. This is what we call our purpose. In simple terms it’s what drives our desire to serve our customers and it’s that thing that makes us proud about the work we do.

Our purpose is to bring energy to life. In its simplest form ‘bring energy to life’ means getting the heat, light and power that customers rely on to their homes and businesses. But ‘life’ also means supporting the communities that we are a part of and live amongst to support the economic growth and sustainability of wider society.

**Howden Joinery Group Plc**

“To supply from local stock nationwide the small builder’s ever-changing, routine, integrated kitchen and joinery requirements, assuring best local price, no-call-back quality and confidential trade terms... and to provide the builder’s customer with enough choice, advice and aftersales to make a home to be proud of”
2. Report structure and preliminary announcements

Average report length up from 152 to 155 pages

14 companies explicitly referred to materiality outside their financial statements

Companies produce an average of 19 pages on directors’ remuneration

Reports comprised 61% narrative and 39% financial statements

88% of reports were well structured

17 companies disclose a single figure for distributable profits
Although there are relatively few rules in terms of how required content is structured, guidance from the FRC and the IIRC is available. We looked at how reports were structured and where companies chose to present certain information that doesn’t necessarily have an obvious “home”. We also considered the way in which companies announced their results to the market.

**Length of report and materiality**
Annual reports now stand at an average of 155 pages, up from 152 pages last year. After stripping out the effects of one company that managed to trim its report by more than 200 pages, the average increase is actually six pages. Unsurprisingly, the FTSE 350 reports surveyed were longer, averaging 180 pages, than smaller listed companies’ reports, which averaged 123 pages. Overall, financial statements gained a page on average, now extending to 60 pages. However, the proportion of narrative content continues to grow, at 61% of the report (2016: 60%), emphasising the need to consider materiality in the context of narrative reporting as well as financial reporting. Although, for example, strategic reports need to be “fair, balanced and comprehensive”, the FRC’s guidance does point out that they should only contain information that is material to shareholders.

At present, few companies explicitly assert that they are considering materiality when it comes to their narrative reporting. One company explained how they had regard to materiality throughout their annual report, and a further 13 companies did so in relation to corporate responsibility information. Typical disclosure included insight into the fact that only material matters related to sustainability had been included in the strategic report, but that more could be found in separate sustainability reports available on the company’s website. In some cases, insight was provided into the determination as to whether an item was material, for example through use of a materiality matrix.

**Directors’ remuneration**
One area material to many is directors’ remuneration, so it should come as no surprise that the average remuneration report is 19 pages (2016: 17 pages) – over 10% of an average annual report. Given that the law only requires inclusion of the pay policy in years when the shareholders will vote to approve it – which need only be every third year – many companies chose to follow the GC100 Guidance and included a summary of the policy with a cross-reference to the full version on their website; two companies excluded the policy completely. Despite this, the average description of policy ran to seven pages.

Although companies are legally required to disclose changes in the CEO’s pay compared to a selected population of employees, no company gave a ratio comparing it to employees’ pay, something which is being proposed by the government under their governance reforms.
Structure and location of content

In our opinion, 88% of the reports we surveyed were well structured, such that there was a good “flow” when reading them. For the remaining 12% it was harder to navigate the report, for example, because of duplication or information being “forced” into locations without properly integrating it with the surrounding material. Preparers may find it helpful to consider the communication principles in the FRC’s strategic report guidance and the <IR> Framework guiding principles.

In terms of consistency, it was very pleasing to see that 99% of the reports we looked at had an analysis of their business in their strategic report that was broadly in line with their segmental analysis disclosed under IFRS 8. Such alignment reflects well on a company’s ability to tell a consistent story throughout the report.

The availability of distributable profits was also talked about in a variety of locations within companies’ reports. The FRC has previously stated that, whilst it encourages companies to pay close attention to their investors’ views and include good disclosure about distributable profits, the Companies Act 2006 does not require the separate disclosure of a figure for distributable profits or, specifically, multiple figures for distributable profits. 17 companies (2016: 14) disclosed a single figure for the level of profits available for distribution, with a further seven describing which of their reserves reflected distributable profits or reductions thereto.
11 of the 17 companies disclosing a single figure did so in the financial statements, with the other six including it in their narrative reporting. Disclosures around dividend policy are discussed in our section on the business model.

**Examples of disclosure**

Mondi Group Plc discussed materiality in the context of their whole report on their contents page.

**Mondi Group Plc**

![Materiality](image)

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.

**What to watch out for**

- Remember that the strategic report is only required to contain information material to shareholders.
- Consider the communication principles set out in the FRC’s guidance on the strategic report and the <IR> Framework’s Guiding Principles.
- Changes will be required to audit reports for periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016.
- Consider investor views on whether to disclose the level of distributable profits.
3. Alternative performance measures and key performance indicators

Approximately 80% of companies’ "highlights" were financial and roughly half of those were APMs.

100% of companies identifying KPIs included APMs.

Adjustments on the face of the income statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjustment</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sale of termination of operations</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring/reorganisations</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposal of non-current assets</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS 36 impairment</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS 39 impairment</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other IAS 39 items</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortisation</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition (IFRS 3 costs)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisions</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign exchange movements</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 2 expense</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common types of non-financial KPIs (of those with such metrics)

- Customer related: 39% (2017), 30% (2016)
- Employee related: 53% (2017), 47% (2016)
- Health & Safety: 42% (2017), 50% (2016)
- Environmental (excluding GHG): 12% (2017), 23% (2016)
- Other: 53% (2017), 56% (2016)

45% showed how their KPIs were used as metrics for directors' performance-related pay.
Alternative performance measures (APMs), sometimes referred to as non-GAAP measures, are commonly used throughout UK annual reports, with investors often finding them useful in addition to the statutory IFRS measures. ESMA’s recent guidelines on the use of APMs applied to all the annual reports that we surveyed. Although the guidelines scope out financial statements, much of their content is equally relevant to the back of annual reports and resonates with messages from the FRC, for example on the treatment of exceptional items.

For example, 90 companies (2016: 92) presented an operating profit line on the face of their income statement – if used outside of the financial statements, ESMA’s recent Q&As clarify that such a metric is an APM. In addition, 68 companies (2016: 69) presented other metrics on the face of their income statement which would constitute APMs under the ESMA guidelines were it not for the fact that they scope out the financial statements.

88 companies presented high level highlights in their annual reports before getting into a more detailed discussion, such as a Chairman’s statement. Of these companies’ high level highlights, on average approximately 80% were financial metrics and approximately half of those financial metrics seemed to be APMs as defined by ESMA. 81% of companies had a Chairman’s statement containing APMs and 89% a CEO’s statement with APMs. This prevalence is not surprising and, in and of itself, is not an area of challenge. In the UK, recent concerns have tended to focus on whether APMs are being used appropriately rather than whether they should be used at all.

**Compliance – positive trends**

APMs within the scope of the ESMA guidelines commonly appear in the key performance indicators (KPIs). 92 companies (2016: 95) clearly identified their KPIs, in all cases with one or more measures that would be regarded as an APM under the ESMA guidance. Encouragingly, 88 companies provided comparatives for all their APMs, in line with the ESMA guidelines, and two provided comparatives for some of their APMs.

Under the FRC’s strategic report guidance, where changes are made to KPIs, disclosure should provided to explain those changes (resonating with an equivalent requirement in ESMA’s guidelines on APMs). It seems some progress has been made in this area, with 15 companies (2016: six) indicating such a change had been made in the current year, with varying levels of insight provided into why such a change had arisen.

**Compliance – problem areas**

It’s worth highlighting that ESMA’s definition of an alternative performance measure is relatively broad and it is not always obvious whether a metric falls under it. However, it seems likely that the more obvious metrics, such as adjusted profit measures, will be where regulators will focus their greatest efforts in monitoring compliance.

Similarly, providing associated IFRS metrics and accompanying reconciliations is not necessarily straightforward either, since it may not be obvious whether an IFRS equivalent even exists. This could be the case, for example, where financial measures relate to future performance, such as order book figures, given that IFRS financial statements are historical in nature. Where companies did provide reconciliations, the focus tended to be on those instances where IFRS equivalents were fairly apparent.

Acknowledging the difficulties mentioned above, it nevertheless appeared that some companies were open to challenge on the level of prominence given to APMs, bearing in mind ESMA’s recently published Q&As on their guidelines. Albeit the question of prominence will invariably require judgement, potential sources of challenge for some, included failing to provide IFRS equivalents where they existed, providing APMs in larger or bolded font (for example in headlines for Chairmen’s or CEOs’ statements) and discussing APMs before GAAP measures.
72 companies included APMs in their KPIs where at least one of those APMs had an IFRS equivalent. However, only one company provided all the relevant IFRS equivalents in the KPI section of their report and another six provided some of the IFRS equivalents. In those seven instances it appeared as though the IFRS measures may well have been included not so much to comply with the ESMA guidelines, but rather because they were already KPIs in their own right. While the guidelines are not intended to force companies to pick GAAP measures as KPIs, companies should nevertheless not overlook the fact that APMs selected as KPIs are within the scope of the guidelines and should make sure that, for example, suitable reconciliations are provided within their reports.

Of the seven companies presenting APMs and IFRS equivalents as KPIs, three presented their APMs first and four their IFRS metrics first. None of those companies used larger or bold font to give more prominence to the APMs.

37 companies (2016: 41) linked their KPIs back to the company’s strategy, not just through use of a cross-reference but by meaningfully demonstrating how individual KPIs related to different elements of their strategy. Only 28 companies described in narrative form the purpose of all their APMs, in line with the ESMA guidelines and FRC guidance on the strategic report. In those cases, the level of justification varied and did not always explicitly state why an APM was selected instead of a GAAP measure. Other companies provided more generic references that KPIs were used to assess performance against strategy.

The language that companies use to describe the items they adjust statutory measures for is important. For example, the FRC has challenged companies that describe items as “non-recurring” or “exceptional” where constituent items appear year on year in a similar fashion. 68 companies (2016: 69) made adjustments to statutory profit (excluding an operating profit line) on the face of their income statement in order to present adjusted metrics, often through the use of an additional column. 51 of those companies used a collective term to capture multiple adjusting items, of which 20 used “exceptional”, six used “adjusting”, three used “non-recurring” and 22 used other terms.

In 13 cases, companies used a collective term for certain adjusting items but also went on to adjust for other items, for example through the use of a column capturing “exceptional items and amortisation of intangibles”. Similar to the requirement to disclose the purposes of a company’s APMs, the FRC typically expects to see an accounting policy explaining which types of items are adjusted for and why, including why items are regarded as “exceptional”. 44 companies were seen to be presenting such a policy, although the quality of these varied. Where companies pull out specific items or “exceptional” items plus other specific items, such as amortisation, companies should make sure they include an explanation of why the non-exceptional items have also been pulled out. This element was sometimes omitted.

**Looking beyond compliance**

Of the 92 companies clearly identifying KPIs, an average of 9 metrics were given, of which six (2016: six) were financial. Although companies are only required to identify non-financial KPIs to the extent necessary for an understanding of the company’s development, performance and position, 74 companies still did so (2016: 70). On average those companies identified four (2016: four) such measures. Common non-financial KPIs related to employee and customer satisfaction as well as health and safety type metrics. On a related note, approximately half of the companies surveyed had directors’ remuneration schemes where performance-related pay was based, in part, on non-financial metrics. It will be interesting to see whether increased focus on directors’ responsibilities to stakeholders beyond just shareholders, under s172 of the Companies Act, will drive an increase in the use of non-financial KPIs (see also our Business Model section). On a similar note, assurance over such metrics might also be expected to increase, given current practice tends to see assurance provided on financial statements and little else.
Examples of disclosure

Tate & Lyle PLC provided a clear disclosure in tabular form of why certain metrics are selected as KPIs.

Tate & Lyle PLC

BT Group Plc provided an example of an explanation of why EBITDA was provided as an alternative performance measure.

BT Group Plc

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
4. Business model

What information is provided in the business model?

An explanation of what the company does? 67%
Where it sits in the value chain? 65%
Key divisions and their contribution? 13%
Key markets and market segments? 21%
Its competitive advantage? 52%
Key inputs in the form of assets and liabilities recognised on balance sheet? 59%
Key inputs in the form of off-balance sheet resources and relationship? 53%
Is value creation for wider stakeholders discussed? 39%

Of those identifying <IR> capitals, which ones are referred to

- Financial: 69%
- Intellectual: 59%
- Manufactured: 63%
- Human: 94%
- Social & relationship: 81%
- Natural: 25%

Over 60% of companies discussed value creation for stakeholders other than shareholders in their annual report.

Is there evidence of a change in business model because of Brexit?

- Yes, already changed: 2%
- Indicated might be changing: 8%
- Indicated won't be changing: 21%
- No: 69%

Over 60% of companies discussed value creation for stakeholders other than shareholders in their annual report.
Compliance – positive trends

Almost all companies explained their business model, as required by law, with 95% obviously doing so. Seven of these companies provided information resembling a business model but without labelling it as such.

Investors usually read discrete sections of the annual report, so each section needs to be able to communicate the key messages. The graph opposite identifies elements the FRC and investors participating in the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab project believe support an informative and useful business model disclosure.

Where clear cross-references were made from the business model to elsewhere in the report, this has been included in our analysis as having been located in the business model. Cross-references are helpful, though a handful of companies were considered to have incorporated so many cross-references that the description of the business model no longer could be useful on a standalone basis, instead acting more like a contents page.

For every element of Lab suggested disclosure, well over half of the companies were including relevant information somewhere in their report. Clearly some elements, such as an explanation of what the company does and its competitive advantage feel most at home within the business model. This is in line with the FRC Lab’s definition of the business model as “what the company does, how it does it, and how it creates economic value now”.

Consistent with prior year, 71% of companies were telling their value creation story in their business models, not necessarily using all the attributes referred to by the FRC, but going beyond just explaining what the company does.

In contrast, details of key divisions and their contribution and market and market segments were usually presented elsewhere in the report. Presenting an overview of what each of the divisions does, together with relevant statistics to indicate size and importance to the business model, enables users to understand the organisational structure. Similarly, linking the business model to the key markets allows a more in-depth assessment of current market potential and risk exposure. 78 companies gave an overview of trends in the marketplace that the company operates in, although in quite a few cases it was not clear how the company was responding to the trends in terms of mitigating risks or making the most of the opportunities.

There are differing interpretations of ‘value’, including profit generated, cash generated and broader value generation such as training hours, tax paid and so on. Financial value creation is discussed throughout annual reports and is usually in the context of shareholders. Through its Reporting Lab, the FRC has encouraged companies to respond to investors’ calls for better disclosure of dividends. 78 companies disclosed a dividend policy, with 51% of these policies considered to meet the Lab’s definition of good disclosure. Only a handful of reports then linked the dividend policy back to the strategy or business model.

Broader value creation, either expressed in a monetary value or as a non-financial metric, such as qualifications gained by employees, is linked in part to whether a company acknowledges and identifies other stakeholders. As part of their fiduciary duty, directors must act in a way to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, including the wider stakeholder groups. It is not unreasonable to conclude that directors would have regard to those other stakeholders when determining the company’s business model.

The majority of companies acknowledged stakeholders other than shareholders. 42% of these companies discussed value creation for those other stakeholders, with a further 26% going further by quantifying the value created, at least in part. Three companies presented a pie chart or table showing how revenues earned in the year were distributed between different stakeholder groups, for example payments to employees, suppliers, governments, bank lenders and communities. Others, quantified both the financial and non-financial value created for other stakeholder groups, presenting this either in the business model itself such as BT Group Plc, or in the corporate social responsibility section, such as Howden Joinery Group Plc. Understanding how value creation for other stakeholders also generates economic value is important to investors, as it helps them assess the sustainability of the business model.

In addition to providing a long-term viability statement, we found a third of companies provided an explicit statement or discussion of how their business model is sustainable in the long term which tended to look further than the typical 3-5 years of the viability statement.
It was good to see 77% of companies identifying key inputs in their business model in the form of off-balance sheet resources and relationships such as customers, employees, brand, and intellectual property. Yet it was disappointing to see that only just over half of these companies then went on to provide an indication of how these resources and relationships were being maintained or enhanced, anywhere in their annual report. For something so key to the business model, it would seem intuitive to explain, with long term sustainability of the company in mind, how these inputs were nurtured and grown by the directors. This in turn could be linked into any related principal risks identified by the board, especially those relating to the future availability of a key resource.

Compliance – problem areas

Of the five companies not clearly describing their business model, two provided most information suggested by the FRC albeit it was scattered around in different parts of the report. The other three only provided an explanation of what they do and details of their key divisions. The Lab’s report highlighted the importance of good business models, stating that the board and management’s unwillingness or inability to clearly articulate the business model raises concerns for investors about the quality of management, to the extent that some will not invest, while others will limit the capital they invest.

We found it remarkable that, of the 95 business models presented, 28 did not make it clear what the company did. Given many readers will turn straight to the business model this is something that companies should really address.

Of the 88 business models labelled as such, 6 used a purely visual presentation, 27 described their business model solely in words and 55 used a combination of words and diagrams. We thought that only half of the graphics used were considered to aid the understanding of the company-specific value creation, which raises the question of whether preparers’ efforts and expense in producing them would have been better spent elsewhere. Those which did not add further understanding tended to be either generic (such as circular graphics which did not clearly relate to or explain the business) or simply unclear.

Looking beyond compliance

Linkage and flow within the annual report is an important element required to tell a holistic story. The business model, which describes what the company does and how, would seem an obvious place to provide links to the strategy, risks and viability, KPIs and remuneration and dividend policy. Marks and Spencer Group PLC presented a useful chart entitled “Connected Value” immediately after the business model which demonstrates the link between core objectives, business model, risks, accountability and KPIs.

Linkage to principal risks, particularly those which are new or have changed, is valuable in demonstrating the resilience of the business model and how it can react to changes in the market environment. The issue of Brexit was widely discussed, with 89 companies mentioning it in their annual report and 55 of these including Brexit within a principal risk. 31 companies mentioned whether Brexit might impact their business model. Of these 31, eight companies indicated their business model may change as a result of Brexit, while 21 made a positive statement that their business model would not be changing. Two companies indicated their business models have already changed in response to the impact that the Brexit vote and process has had on the marketplace.

Nine companies discussed or disclosed in their narrative reporting a proposed future allocation of capital aside from paying out profits to shareholders. This included, for example, allocation of funds for the future year to training, R&D or specific capital investment projects.

The Lab project suggested a number of other elements that could be included within the business model, such as a company’s market share, its societal purpose (see section 1), whether its culture and values are a business model driver and whether value generated for other stakeholders is also key to generating economic value. These build upon the other elements already discussed above. Companies are increasingly articulating their values and indicating that they underpin the business model. A simple list of values is not something that investors believe is particularly insightful. An explanation of how the values are instilled in the organisation and influence the success of the business model adds authenticity to such disclosure.
The International Integrated Reporting Framework™ holds value creation at the centre of its philosophy with its value creation process diagram being analogous to the business model recommendations in the Lab report. We were encouraged to see 32 companies clearly considering the <IR> notion of ‘capitals’ in their business models, going beyond the FRC’s recommendation of identifying just key inputs. Most referred to human capital (such as employees) and social and relationship capital (e.g. relationships with key suppliers and customers). 88% of these companies provided a description in their business model of how the company creates value, implying that perhaps thinking more broadly about relationships and resources that a company uses and affects may enable value creation to be discussed in the business model more easily.

**Examples of disclosure**

Howden Joinery Group Plc demonstrate in a visually engaging way the value created for a broad range of stakeholders.

**Anglo American plc**

Anglo American plc was a good example of visual presentation of a business model, with clear explanations of inputs, what they do, outputs, outcomes and links to value creation metrics for a range of stakeholders.

**What to watch out for**

- Whether your business model covers the key elements investors expect to see, as set out in the Lab’s report.
- Consider communicating the broader matters that may impact the value the company creates over the long term. This is what the FRC is encouraging.
- If your business model already discusses value creation for shareholders, consider enhancing the disclosure by reference to value you create for other primary stakeholders.
- Consider quantifying the value that you have created in the year for both shareholders and other stakeholders.
- If representing your business model with a graphic, challenge yourself as to whether it adds value or explanation to the disclosure.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
5. Stakeholder engagement

Stakeholders identified by the companies in the sample:

There was an indication that the following s172 considerations were considered somewhere in the annual report:

- Reflect acting fairly between members of the company: 3% Yes, in the strategic report, 41% Yes, elsewhere, 56% No
- Desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct: 72% Yes, in the strategic report, 1% Yes, elsewhere, 27% No
- The impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment: 84% Yes, in the strategic report, 3% Yes, elsewhere, 13% No
- Fostering the company’s business relationships with customers: 69% Yes, in the strategic report, 0% Yes, elsewhere, 31% No
- Fostering the company’s business relationships with suppliers: 38% Yes, in the strategic report, 0% Yes, elsewhere, 62% No
- The interests of the company’s employees were considered: 87% Yes, in the strategic report, 1% Yes, elsewhere, 12% No

- 75 discussed human rights
- 7 explained why no discussion
- 78 mentioned anti-bribery and corruption
- 12 companies referred to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals

69% described, to some extent, how they engaged with wider stakeholders
Compliance – positive trends
The purpose of the strategic report is to inform members and help them assess how the directors have performed their duty under s172. In light of the current debate, the FRC is updating its guidance on the Strategic Report to strengthen the link between s172 and the strategic report to help the report provide greater insight into whether boardroom decisions have taken wider stakeholder interests into account.

Although not a specific reporting requirement, we saw 17 companies referring to the requirements of s172 of Companies Act 2006, in particular the need to have regard to certain matters whilst promoting the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole having regard to a number of broader stakeholder matters (see graph opposite). Many of these are similar to matters already required to be discussed in the strategic report and required by the new Non-financial Reporting (NFR) Directive.

Given most companies acknowledge customers and suppliers as relevant to the business (see below), it could be that the organisation is fostering relationships with both, but in the absence of a specific reporting requirement, are not providing enough detail to give an appreciation that they actively foster the relationships.

For example, most discussions of suppliers frequently referred to a code of conduct to be adhered to, but did not necessarily explain how companies were working with their suppliers, addressing supply chain risk or ensuring responsible sourcing. Regarding payment of suppliers, 15% of companies chose to include this new disclosure in their annual report voluntarily, given the requirement is to provide it in a Government Portal. 59% (2016: 34%) also chose to make a statement about modern slavery in their annual report. No companies disclosed information on gender pay gap in their annual report.

Most annual reports concentrate on long term value creation, particularly in light of the long term viability statement, but only 47% clearly distinguished it from short term value creation perhaps reflecting a move away from short-termism towards long-term investment.

In a small number of annual reports we observed an absence of short term information. This was of particular note when a business had performed strongly in the reporting year and perhaps therefore was more focused on the longer term.

Compliance – problem areas
A broad range of stakeholders, including employees, the environment, suppliers and the community, are often described as being integral to how a company does business. Customer satisfaction, culture to create productive employees, supply chain and being ahead in technology are key drivers of value. It is surprising, then, that 85 companies still devote a distinct section of the strategic report to discussing relevant corporate social responsibility matters, in addition to the regulatory requirements in the directors’ report, rather than integrating the information in other sections of the strategic report. Of those, 34% did discuss corporate responsibility matters in the context of the main company strategy, demonstrating that maybe the reporting is lagging behind the thinking within the organisation when formulating the strategy and business model. Of the remaining 15, eight did not include a significant discussion on the broader non-financial matters impacting the business, perhaps taking the view that discussion wasn’t necessary for an understanding of the development, performance or position of the business and we felt only seven had fully integrated these matters into the main strategy.
We found over 60 organisations explaining how they create value for a broad group of stakeholders, not just shareholders (see section 4). Their impact also came through in their discussion on risk (see section 6). Given the audience for the strategic report is the shareholder, any more detailed information regarding impact on the broader group of stakeholders could be cross referred to in the annual report. 40% (2016: 49%) of companies cross referred to a separate sustainability report or more detailed sustainability information on their website.

Discussion of anti-bribery and corruption has been added to the strategic report requirements as a result of implementing the EU NFR Directive. Overall, 79 mentioned this in some way, with 16 of those discussing policies and outcomes, and 43 just looking at policies. None of those that omitted information explained the omission, something now legally required.

The results for human rights discussions was similar, despite this not being a new requirement of the strategic report.

12 companies referred to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals to varying levels of detail from saying they take them into account or that they have identified with some of the goals, to mapping material issues or strategic pillars to specific SDGs and explaining the contribution they have made. This demonstrates an increasing awareness of the 17 goals which were signed up to in 2015 by 193 world leaders with an aim to end extreme poverty, inequality and climate change by 2030.
What to watch out for

- Make sure your strategic report meets its overall purpose. The FRC’s updated Guidance on the strategic report will give tips and guidance on how to achieve this.

- Consider the requirement to discuss bribery and corruption (to the extent necessary for an understanding of the position and performance of the business). This is now a requirement of the strategic report.

- Include discussion of payment practices and performance, modern slavery and gender pay gap in your strategic report if they are material matters for a shareholder. These are some of the newer disclosures aimed to increase transparency, but that need to be included on a website.

Examples of disclosure

Informa PLC, in the Chairman’s letter at the beginning of the Corporate Governance Statement, cross referred to the parts of the annual report that discuss engagement with stakeholders, to demonstrate consideration of responsibilities in s172.

Informa PLC

FOCUS AND APPROACH
The primary focus of the Board is to ensure the long-term success of the Informa Group in a way that creates value for Shareholders. We also fully consider the interests of colleagues, how the Group maintains positive, long term and sustainable relationships with suppliers and customers and upholds high standards of business conduct, and the impacts of what Informa does, and how, on our communities and environment. We discuss our relationships with communities and suppliers in the sustainability section, and with colleagues in the talent section, on pages 32 and 34.

To this end, the Directors collectively set the strategy for the Group, currently reflected in the 2014–2017 Growth Acceleration Plan, monitor its effectiveness and implementation, ensure the Group has the resources to deliver on this strategy and encourage, support and challenge Informa’s executive.

Standard Chartered PLC explained how they serve each of their stakeholder groups, engage with them, and the outcome of that engagement.

Standard Chartered PLC

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
6. Risks and opportunities

The number of principal risks disclosed ranged from 3 to 22, with an average of 10.

Only 2 companies identified climate risk as a principal risk.

55 mentioned Brexit as part of their principal risks and uncertainties.

Selected risks disclosed

- Brexit (general): 18% FTSE 250, 23% Other
- Brexit (company specific): 37% FTSE 250, 33% Other
- Climate risk: 4% FTSE 250, 0% Other
- Workplace culture: 9% FTSE 250, 5% Other
- Cyber crime/attack/threat: 71% FTSE 250, 49% Other
- Cyber – failure of IT systems: 58% FTSE 250, 47% Other
- Cyber – data protection: 53% FTSE 250, 47% Other
- Inability to keep up with technological change: 19% FTSE 250, 16% Other
- Defined benefit pension: 16% FTSE 250, 19% Other
- Tax: 19% FTSE 250, 7% Other
Compliance – positive trends

The Companies Act requires all companies (which aren’t small) to disclose their principal risks and uncertainties, with the Code also requiring disclosure of risk identification process and management or mitigation activities. Investors place considerable value on such information and the FRC published guidance in 2014 calling for more insight in this area.

Companies continue to respond to this, with 62% (2016: 51%) indicating whether individual risks had changed in significance during the year, often through up/down arrows. Where economic uncertainties exist and evolve such information is insightful and reassures a reader that directors are actively monitoring risk exposures.

Two companies identified a material uncertainty around going concern, one in relation to raising equity to avoid a covenant breach, and the other regarding renegotiation of borrowing facility terms. It was good to see joined-up thinking within both annual reports, with the specific risks being identified as principal risks (which, per the Code, should include those impacting solvency and liquidity) and also being discussed in detail in the viability statement and assessment of going concern.

Compliance – problem areas

Not all of the recommendations in the FRC’s guidance have been adopted so widely. While there is a steady positive trend in the number of companies disclosing the likelihood of all principal risks, we still only found 18% doing so (8% in 2016). Similarly, only 18% disclosed the possible magnitude of impact for each risk (increasing from 12% in 2016). Understanding how likely a risk is to materialise and the level of its impact gives readers a more in-depth understanding of how the board made its assessment of which risks are truly principal and why and of the appropriateness of efforts taken to mitigate them.

The FRC remains keen on linkage, stating that the sections covering business model, strategy, principal risks and the viability statement should align. But linkage still appears to be an area where companies struggle to communicate how their principal risks link to their strategy, with only 42% clearly doing so. Strategy discussion of the board’s risk appetite go hand in hand given the forward looking nature of these disclosures.

Similarly, linkage between the viability statement and principal risks provides insight into how directors have considered risk in the context of the prospects of the company and their expectation that the company will be able to continue in operation. In their viability statement, we found 34 companies gave a reference to specific principal risks being considered when making the statement; 62 gave a reference to generic principal risks or a general cross-reference; while the remaining four provided no reference at all.

Looking beyond compliance

Innovative presentation of information around risks can also be engaging and useful for clear and concise reporting. For example, 12 companies (2016: eight) presented a heat map to accompany the principal risk disclosure. This can be a very efficient and clear way of communicating multiple aspects of risk management, such as the likelihood, impact and movement year on year of each principal risk.

The FRC acknowledges that in identifying the material risks and uncertainties a company faces, directors should consider a range of factors. These should include “operational and financial considerations and risks in the broader environment in which it operates, such as cyber security and climate change.”
Risks are an important content element of an integrated report, too, considered alongside opportunities that the organisation faces. The <IR> Framework encourages linkage to associated strategic objectives, strategies, policies, targets and KPIs, and the disclosure requirements are similar to those encouraged by the FRC.

In the context of the organisation's strategic focus and future orientation, the <IR> Framework sees risks, opportunities and dependencies as flowing from the organisation's market position and business model. 46% of companies clearly identified both risks and opportunities arising in the marketplace and discussed how they were applicable to the company, while 11% clearly identified only the risks and 26% identified only the opportunities. The identification of risks in the marketplace, particularly those which may not otherwise have been disclosed as a principal risk, further enhances a user’s understanding of the business and the environment in which it operates. Discussing the opportunities in the marketplace further complements this, and can support the justification for the company’s strategic direction.

We were encouraged to see companies consider the different aspects of cyber security risk, rather than disclosing one generic cyber security risk. As shown in the graph on the previous page, the risk of cyber-attacks was identified as a principal risk by 71% of companies in the FTSE 350, and 49% of other companies. Cyber issues resulting from IT failures was also discussed by quite a few companies. See section 8 for discussion of cyber risk at a Board level.

Climate change risk is a current hot topic, with the Financial Stability Board, an international body that monitors and makes recommendations about the global financial system, establishing a Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD). In July 2017 the TCFD published its recommendations – applicable to all organisations – focusing on climate-related risks and opportunities, and related reporting metrics about the actual or possible financial impact of climate-related risks. The FRC is adding additional emphasis around climate risk, including a new paragraph in its draft amendments to its guidance on the strategic report focusing on the identification and explanation of long term systemic risks.

Perhaps surprisingly, only two companies identified climate risk as a principal risk in itself. One was in the mining industry and the other in forestry and paper. Other environmental-related and broader sustainability principal risks were identified by a number of other companies, so the TCFD's recommendations are likely to be a challenge for directors to consider and explain why climate risk is or is not considered a principal risk for their company, particularly those in the banking, insurance, tourism and food production industries.

Regarding workplace culture, seven called it out as a specific risk. That is not to say that culture is not seen as important. Many mentioned it as a contributing factor, e.g. to a risk of employee retention or how not following values might contribute to a risk of failure to act with integrity. Others discussed it elsewhere in the report.

The FRC has also extended its advice around the boundaries of risk, encouraging companies to look beyond their own operations and consider risks arising from business relationships, products and services, including the other parts of the supply chain in which it sits.

55 companies identified Brexit as a principal risk for the company, or as a contributing factor to a principal risk relating to the market environment. For 35 the risk relating to Brexit was company specific. For 20 it was more generic and could have applied to any company. Until there is more certainty around the impact of Brexit, it will continue to be a challenge for boards to determine the magnitude of the impact and how it can be managed (see section 8 for Brexit discussions at a Board level). The FRC has said that it will be looking out for discussion of Brexit, and whether companies have considered it as a principal risk.

Annual report insights 2017 | Surveying FTSE reporting
What to watch out for

- Discuss whether Brexit is a principal risk for the company – the FRC is looking out for this.

- Consider the FRC’s updated guidance on the strategic report – some of the amendments cover risk disclosures.

- Disclose the likelihood of the risk arising and the magnitude of its impact to add valuable insight; these can be presented together on a heat map.

- Explain how individual risks change in significance during the year, particularly where the company is operating in uncertain economic environments.

- Bear in mind the TCFD’s recommendations and whether climate risk is a principal risk.

- Discuss both risks and opportunities in the context of the marketplace.

Examples of disclosure

Vodafone Group Plc use a risk heat map to communicate the likelihood, impact and movement year on year of each principal risk.

Vodafone Group Plc

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
7. Viability statements

40% of companies positioned the longer term viability statement next to the going concern statement – down from 43% last year.

7% of companies combined the two statements in the front half – down from 8% last year.

77% of companies included the longer term viability statement with the principal risks disclosures in the strategic report – up from 73% last year.

Number of companies using different lookout periods

Only 22% reported on a lookout period spanning more than three years, although the FRC and Investment Association encourage a longer lookout period where that is appropriate to the business cycle. This was still up from 14% last year.

In our opinion, only 58% had a satisfactory explanation of their lookout period which went beyond simply referring to the medium term planning cycle.

What qualifications or assumptions were disclosed?

52% of companies disclosed the qualifications or assumptions underlying their statement – up from 48% last year.

Availability of funding/refinancing: 30% (2017) vs 27% (2016)
Availability of success or mitigating action: 13% (2017) vs 13% (2016)
Sales volumes or pricing: 16% (2017) vs 8% (2016)
Cost management: 7% (2017) vs 6% (2016)
Compliance – positive trends

This year, 100% of companies surveyed provided a longer term viability statement as required by the UK Corporate Governance Code, Provision C.2.2, up from 99%.

The trend has been for more of these statements to be included in the strategic report, alongside the disclosure on principal risks, which is the location suggested by the FRC. 77% of companies included their statement in the strategic report this year (2016: 73%). This makes sense as the potential impact of the company’s principal risks is a key part of the directors’ assessment of longer term viability.

As required by the Code, 95% provided some explanation of why they used the lookout period they selected (2016: 92%). 58% of those offered a more satisfactory explanation than simply justifying the period based on the medium term planning cycle.

88% of companies referred to the nature of the analysis they undertook. A requirement of the Code is to report on how the directors have assessed the prospects of the company and we would expect all statements to meet this. The proportion of companies complying was 91% in our 2016 survey.

Of the 88 companies providing a description of the nature of the analysis they undertook, 87 (2016: over 80) discussed performing modelling, stress testing, sensitivity analysis or scenario planning with only one company indicating that its assessment was limited to consideration of qualitative factors only.

Compliance – problem areas

Although there was an improvement in companies explaining their lookout period, of the seven companies that changed their lookout period compared to the prior year, only three provided an explanation for the change.

Despite the FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting calling for principal risks to be considered both individually and in combination when looking at the effect on longer term viability, only 45% of companies made it clear that they had taken this step (2016: 39%).

Only 52% of companies chose to disclose any qualifications or assumptions underlying their assessment, although this has increased from 48% last year.

Looking beyond compliance

We can see positive trends developing along the lines of the requests from the FRC and from the Investment Association’s Guidelines on Viability Statements. These include:

- longer lookout periods, with 22 companies reporting over four years or longer compared to 14 in our 2016 survey;
- 71% disclosed that they took the current state of the company’s affairs into consideration;
- 9% discussed prospects beyond the viability assessment period and 5% made the link to the sustainability of dividends; and
- 10% disclosed the use of reverse stress testing, a particularly robust testing methodology.

To follow up on one of the recommendations made by the Investment Association, we examined whether qualifications were clearly distinguished from assumptions. We found that many companies were found to have not attempted to differentiate the two.

The Investment Association’s description of the difference in the Guidelines on Viability Statements is: “Essentially a company will continue to be viable on the assumption an event or condition occurs or exists. On the other hand a qualification means that the company will not be viable if something occurs or exists.”

Of the 100 companies surveyed, we identified four disclosures of qualifications that we felt lay squarely within the Investment Association’s definition.

Of 26 companies that set out clear scenarios they had used to test the model for their viability statement, seven had presented a conclusion covering each scenario.
What to watch out for

Consider whether a longer lookout period would be more appropriate for the life cycle of your business – and whatever the lookout period, include a clear and reasoned explanation as to why it is the right decision.

Explain the analysis you have undertaken and consider whether that could helpfully be more robust by assessing principal risks in combination or performing reverse stress testing.

Presenting clear testing scenarios is a helpful addition to the disclosure, particularly if conclusions are shown for each of those scenarios.

If you are subject to financing arrangements, remember that in most cases the viability assessment will make assumptions about those arrangements continuing, which should be disclosed.

Consider meeting investor requests for disclosure:

– How has the current state of the company’s affairs been taken into account?

– What are the prospects beyond the viability statement lookout period?

– Any helpful commentary on the sustainability of dividends?

Following the Article 50 notification in March, the date at which the UK will leave the EU is well within most viability statement lookout periods – has this been factored into your assessment and disclosures?
National Grid plc gave a clear explanation of how the board concluded on the five year outlook period and a detailed description of the work performed in relation to the viability statement assessment, including the principal risks being assessed in combination, scenarios tested and conclusions on those scenarios.

National Grid plc

The Board’s consideration of the long-term viability of the Company is an extension of our business planning process, which includes financial forecasting, a robust risk management assessment, regular budget reviews and scenario planning. Our business strategy aims to make sure that our operations and finances are sustainable.

Although it has considered adopting a longer period, the Board believes that five years is the most appropriate timeframe over which we should assess the long-term viability of the Company. The following factors have been taken into account in making this decision:

1. We have reasonable clarity over a five-year period, allowing an appropriate assessment of our principal risks to be made;
2. In order to test the five-year period the Board considered whether there are specific, foreseeable risk events relating to the principal risks that are likely to materialise within a five to ten year period, which might be substantial enough to affect the Company’s viability and therefore should be taken into account when setting the assessment period. No risks of this sort were identified; and
3. It matches our business planning cycle.

We have set out the details of the principal risks facing our Company on pages 16–17, and described the process we use on page 16. Over the course of the year the Board has also considered the principal risks shown in the table below in detail.

In addition to the principal risks, the Board has considered the impact of Brexit and the scale of a majority share in our UK Gas Distribution business. We are not of the view that Brexit will have an impact that could affect the viability of the Company. In relation to the size of a majority interest in our UK Gas Distribution business, the Board has also concluded that this will not have an adverse impact on the viability of the Company.

The Board has discussed the potential financial and reputational impact of the principal risks against our ability to deliver the Company’s business plan. This describes and tests the significant solvency and liquidity risks involved in delivering our strategic objectives within our business model.

The Board assessed our reputational and financial risk capacity, and reviewed the stress testing of the principal risks against that risk capacity, based on assessing reasonable worst-case scenarios over the assessment period. The reputational and financial impacts to the nearest £500 million were considered. The risks relating to growth, skills and leadership capacity were not tested, as the Board did not feel they would threaten the viability of the Company within the five-year assessment period.

We chose a number of scenarios for individual testing for impact on the Company’s viability, including the following:

**Scenario 1** – A cyber-attack on our critical national infrastructure leading to a serious loss of service.

**Scenario 2** – A catastrophic gas pipeline failure on one of our assets leading to an explosion and loss of service.

**Scenario 3** – A serious fire in our Liquified Natural Gas terminal at the Isle of Grain.

**Scenario 4** – A serious system breach leading to loss of customer data.

**Scenario 5** – Emerging technology leading to significant numbers of people going off grid.

In addition to testing individual principal risks, the Board also considered the impact of a cluster of principal risks materialising over the assessment period. Scenarios developed to represent reasonable worst-case examples of principal risk clusters were assessed for cumulative impact upon our reputation and stakeholder trust. We chose a combination of risks that would represent the greatest potential financial impact and a combination that would represent a potentially significant long-term impact.

**Scenario 6** – A cyber security attack and catastrophic US asset failure occurring together within the assessment period.

**Scenario 7** – A significant security event followed by a cyber-attack resulting in a loss of supply and loss of data.

No principal risk or cluster of principal risks was found to have an impact on the viability of the Company. Preventative and mitigating controls in place to minimise the likelihood of occurrence and/or financial and reputational impact are embedded within our assurance systems.

In assessing the impact of the principal risks on the Company, the Board has considered the fact that we operate in stable markets and the robust financial position of the Group, including the ability to self-assist, raise capital and suspend or reduce the payment of dividends. It has also considered Ofgem’s legal duty to have regard to the need to fund licensed National Grid Gas and National Grid Gas Elexon Transmission plc activities.

Each Director was satisfied that they had sufficient information to judge the viability of the Company. Based on the assessment described above and on page 16, this Directors have a reasonable expectation that the Company will be able to continue operating and meet its liabilities over the period to May 2022.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
8. Corporate governance

Only 80% of companies included a statement indicating how they applied the main principles of the Code, although 94% of the FTSE 100 companies surveyed included this statement.

100% of companies reported on compliance with the provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code and 52% reported that they had complied fully (2016: 100% and 56% respectively).

Of the 48% that partially complied with the Code, 90% provided an adequate explanation of the reasons for any non-compliance (2016: 68%).

Governance hot topics discussed by boards in their corporate governance statements included:

- Corporate culture: 44%
- Cyber risk: 69%
- Brexit: 50%
- Stakeholders/s172: 17%
- Workers on boards: 1%
Compliance – positive trends

Comply or explain – the Listing Rules supported by FRC guidance indicate that a meaningful explanation should be provided for any departure from the provisions of the applicable UK Corporate Governance Code, affording the reader the opportunity to understand the company’s governance journey. There was a noticeable improvement this year in the quality of explanations given for departures from Code provisions during the year, with 90% of those companies that did not fully comply with the Code providing a meaningful explanation, compared to 68% last year.

In a substantial minority of cases, explanations involved a non-compliance with the Code having been remediated either prior to or shortly after the end of the financial year.

9% of companies indicated that their company had experienced some form of significant internal control breakdown during the year. Following the 2014 change in the FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting on how to report on significant failings or weaknesses, which now calls for an explanation of what actions have been or are being taken to remedy any significant failing or weakness, 44% of those that had experienced a control breakdown provided a good disclosure regarding the actions that have been or are being taken. This compares to 50% of those companies identifying a significant failing or weakness in our 2016 survey making that disclosure.

Corporate culture has been an area of focus for the FRC in recent years with the report on Corporate Culture and the Role of Boards released in July 2016, indicating the importance of board focus on this topic in order to hold management to account. As well as on encouraging 82% of companies discussing culture or value in their strategic report we found 69% discussing this in their corporate governance statements. We considered that 44% offered a detailed discussion in the strategic report (2016: 26%) and 25% in their corporate governance statements (2016: 23%).

21% of companies included some detail on the tools and techniques the board uses to monitor culture and 6% indicated that the board obtains some type of assurance regarding corporate culture (2016: 2%). This type of disclosure helps the reader to understand the quality of the assessment techniques used by the board and how seriously they take the topic of understanding, developing and improving the culture and values embedded in their organisation.

In addition, 10% of companies helped bring their culture and values to life for the reader by providing illustrative case studies – a recommendation from the FRC’s report.

Compliance – problem areas

The Listing Rules require premium listed companies to provide a statement regarding how they apply the Main Principles of the Code in a manner that would enable shareholders to evaluate how the principles have been applied. These principles are key to corporate governance in the UK as they represent a broad structure within which companies can identify the specific governance framework that works best for them. Only 80% of companies this year included a statement clearly indicating how they applied the main principles of the Code. However, 94% of the FTSE 100 companies surveyed included this statement, and 14 of the disclosures made by our survey sample in this area helpfully included a table or equally detailed statement outlining how the main principles had been applied.

Instead of reporting on compliance with the 2014 UK Corporate Governance Code, the version applicable to all the companies in our sample, 10% of companies instead reported on compliance with the 2016 UK Corporate Governance Code – which came into force for periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016. A further 21% did not clearly disclose which version of the Code they had used, many of these mentioning the new 2016 Code without indicating whether or not this was the version they had applied.
The world of governance continues to move quickly and government, regulators and investors look for boards to respond promptly and with foresight. Some companies, particularly in the statements by company chairmen and in audit committee reporting, disclose how much thought is being put to these challenging topics and this is an encouraging trend. Disclosures on current “hot topics” this year included:

- 50% disclosed board attention on cyber risk/cyber security, including board training, presentations to the board or audit committee and externally provided projects regarding cyber security.

Looking beyond compliance

Additional information on director performance and contribution is particularly helpful for FTSE 350 companies, where there is a requirement for annual re-election. 35% of all companies in our sample included disclosure regarding director contribution (2016: 38%), increasing to 72% of the FTSE 100.

Code provision B.2.3 requires a rigorous review to be applied to a non-executive director that has served for more than six years. Although there is no required disclosure, we do see some good practice around explaining the review that has been conducted exists, including the value and independence these longer serving directors continue to bring to their boards. This year, 39% of companies with longer serving directors included a clear disclosure around their continuing contribution and independence.

The preface to the UK Corporate Governance Code calls for chairmen to report personally on how the principles related to the role and effectiveness of the board have been applied, to give investors a clearer picture of the steps taken by boards to operate effectively. We looked for disclosures from chairmen focusing on these principles rather than those that spoke only in general terms about the importance of governance or that only covered director changes. This year, we noted an improvement in the proportion of chairmen reporting personally on these principles, up to 38% from 30% in 2016. However, this is still a minority of chairmen and more could be done by the others to demonstrate personal ownership of how their board operates effectively.

44% disclosed board attention to the topic of Brexit, where boards discussed strategy, principal risks and mitigating actions, whilst audit committees mentioned foreign exchange and treasury risk, potential impairments, principal risks and viability statements.

17% disclosed board interest in broader stakeholder management or activity undertaken with an eye to s172 of the Companies Act 2006, with particularly good disclosures provided by corporate responsibility committees.

Only one company spoke about how it incorporates the input of employees into board discussions, an area of recent focus for the Government and mentioned in the BEIS Select Committee’s April 2017 report on corporate governance.
What to watch out for

Corporate governance reform is underway and boards will benefit from following developments closely. There is likely to be more information about the direction of travel by the time companies issue their next annual reports and boards may wish to consider incorporating expected disclosure requirements into their front half reporting. See section 5 for further information on incorporating broader stakeholder information into the strategic report.

Remember to provide a clear statement of appliance of the Code’s main principles in addition to a statement of compliance with the provisions.

Corporate culture is an area of continued focus and likely to be reflected in the FRC’s review of the Code – it is key for boards to understand how their companies tick and ideally to explain how they reach that understanding and what they do to improve matters.

Particularly if you are a FTSE 350 company, consider providing disclosure on the contribution your board members make and on the review of the continued independence and value provided by any non-executive director that has served for more than six years.

Company vulnerability to cyber attack continues to be an area of concern for Government and for investors, who would like to see a keen interest from the board in managing and/or mitigating this risk.

Examples of disclosure

Vodafone Group Plc explains clearly how the Code’s main principles have been applied and the whole corporate governance statement is structured following the sections of the Code.

Vodafone Group Plc

Rotork plc included a case study illustrating aspects of the culture and values of the organisation.

Rotork plc
9. Nomination committee reporting

89% of companies presented a nomination committee report in accordance with the Code (2016: 86%).

Nomination committees had an average of 3.2 meetings during the year (2016: 3.2 meetings).

67% of nomination committees were involved in appointing a new director during the year; all of these committees held at least one meeting and 85% of them described the process used for specific board appointments during the year.

93% of companies disclosed a board evaluation in the year, 25% of those were external evaluations (28% of FTSE 350 board evaluations).

How did boards disclose activity around succession planning?

Good descriptions of current year findings and actions arising from performance evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>FTSE 350</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No reference</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentioned but no detail</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2017 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No reference</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentioned but no detail</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear explanation</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(FTSE 100) (FTSE 250) (Others)
Compliance – positive trends

There has been an overall improvement in nomination committee reporting this year.

With regard to succession planning, which is an area of focus for the FRC and for investors and which is likely to feature in the FRC’s review of the UK Corporate Governance Code, nomination committees have started to show they are listening to the calls for better quality disclosure. The FRC’s feedback statement offers insight on information that could add value to succession planning disclosures.

As shown opposite, 89% of boards disclosed activity around succession planning, a substantial improvement from 69% in 2016. In addition, the quality of disclosure was significantly improved across all sizes of company. It is especially noticeable that the smaller companies outside the FTSE 350 started to include worthwhile disclosures on succession planning this year. 74% of chairmen demonstrated ownership of shaping the board and succession planning.

We considered that 41% of companies included disclosures that explained clearly the systems the board has in place to maintain good succession planning. We were looking for information such as whether the board uses a skills matrix, whether it is reviewed regularly, whether there is a regular update provided on succession planning for senior management.

19% of companies had disclosures that clearly showed that the succession plan and the talent programme were connected to the corporate strategy – an increase compared to 11% last year.

Finally, 27% of reports included information on the quality of the internal pipeline, generally in the nomination committee report. Although we expect to see an increase in this number over the next few years, it is a substantial improvement compared to 9% in 2016.

We also noticed a real improvement in board evaluation disclosures, with 41% of companies explaining the findings and related action points (2016: 27%). This improvement is being led by the FTSE 350, where 56% of companies in our sample included a good disclosure covering current year findings and action points (2016: 36%).

It is particularly helpful to be able to see the benefits companies have derived from their board evaluation and it demonstrates transparency, openness to change and commitment to the running of an efficient board when they are prepared to discuss areas for improvement in the annual report.

This is also a focus area for corporate governance reform, with the BEIS Select Committee report on corporate governance calling for more robust education, role description and performance evaluation for non-executive directors.

Compliance – problem areas

Code provision B.2.4 lays out the requirements relating to nomination committee reporting. These are still not fully met by the companies in our sample, despite the improvements noted above.

- Only 89% of companies this year met the requirement for a separate section of the annual report describing the work of the nomination committee (2016: 86%).

- Of the 67% of companies that appointed a new board director during the year, only 85% described the process used for those appointments, despite the Code provision asking for disclosure of “the process – used in relation to board appointments.”

- On a positive note, almost all the companies that did not use open advertising or an executive search agency in a director appointment provided a reasonable explanation of the reasons behind their decision.

- In the very few cases where neither executive search nor open advertising was used, the director appointed was either internal or identified through the nomination committee’s industry knowledge.
We consider that the requirements of the Non-Financial Reporting Directive regarding diversity disclosures in the corporate governance statement (implemented in the UK through the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules) should not be very different from the Code requirements for “a description of the board’s policy on diversity, including gender, any measurable objectives… and progress on achieving the objectives.”

However, in our judgement only 9% of companies this year would have met the new DTR requirement. Nomination committees should strive to provide more specifics of the policy, including where it goes beyond gender, to identify measurable objectives (only 16% of companies this year) and in particular to comment on outcomes achieved during the year.

Looking beyond compliance

Three Government backed reviews regarding diversity have published reports over the past year. It is encouraging to see that some companies have picked up on these initiatives and a handful have provided information in their annual reports.

The Hampton-Alexander review succeeded the Davies review into women on boards, broadening the focus to include direct reports to the executive board as well as the board itself. We identified eight companies that we felt they met the reporting recommendations. In addition, seven companies embraced the target of having 33% women on the board by 2020.

Several nomination committees mentioned that they would take account of the Parker review of the ethnic diversity of UK boards as part of future board succession planning and composition assessments. Three companies mentioned future targets for ethnic diversity on their boards.

The McGregor Smith review also covered ethnic diversity – this time throughout the workforce. One company included reporting along these lines in its strategic report.

What to watch out for

- More nomination committees are including informative disclosures on succession planning, covering the link to corporate strategy, the process used by the committee and an insight into the quality of the internal pipeline and any exercises to improve that pipeline.

- Board evaluation disclosures regarding current year findings and action points are improving – are yours?

- Government drive and investor interest in board diversity continues to develop and boards should consider keeping updated on recent initiatives and enhancing their policies and disclosures in this area.

- This coming year, the NFR Directive changes implemented in DTR 7.2.8A should improve disclosure on board diversity policies, targets and outcomes.
The Weir Group PLC indicated ways the company is aiming to increase diversity of different types, both at board level and throughout the organisation. They also disclosed targets for gender diversity and met the requested disclosures of the Hampton-Alexander Review.

**Weir Group PLC**

Marks and Spencer Group Plc demonstrated ownership by the Chairman, ongoing succession planning for different board appointments, a commitment to diversity reflected in succession plans and detailed information about senior leadership development and appointments with real focus on the “strength on the bench”.

There was also a link back to the company’s strategy.

**Marks and Spencer Group Plc**

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
10. Audit committee reporting

100% of companies presented an audit committee report in accordance with the Code (2016: 99%).
93% of these were stand-alone reports (2016: 89%).

87% of audit committee chairmen showed clear ownership of their committee’s report, in most cases through either a personal introduction or through signing the full report – this has continued to increase (2016: 84%, 2015: 74%).

98% of companies disclosed the significant issues considered in relation to the financial statements and how they were addressed. On average, audit committees assessed four significant issues in relation to the financial statements and described how those had been addressed. (2016: 5 issues).

89% of companies explained how they had assessed the effectiveness of the external audit process – only 67% of companies with an internal audit function explained how they had assessed the effectiveness of the internal audit function.

On average, how many significant financial reporting issues were identified by the audit committee?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FTSE 100</th>
<th>FTSE 250</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How comprehensive were the disclosures regarding the effectiveness of the external audit process?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comprehensive</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Brief</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compliance – positive trends

The Code requires audit committees to describe the significant issues considered in relation to the financial statements and how those issues were addressed. This informs the reader on how the audit committee has exercised its responsibility to pursue the integrity of financial reporting. Only two companies did not provide this disclosure (2016: two companies).

However, in our judgement, only 26% were comprehensive disclosures adding substantially to the reader’s understanding of those issues and how the audit committee has considered and challenged them. For a disclosure to be considered comprehensive, we looked for a good level of information, but also for an audit committee to indicate the work it has done and how it has gone about challenging management regarding its conclusions. The FRC’s Guidance on Audit Committees calls upon audit committees to consider key matters of their own initiative rather than relying solely on the work of the external auditor. Where an audit committee appears to have relied almost entirely on the work of the external auditor, we did not consider this to have been given a comprehensive rating.

The Guidance on Audit Committees also calls for disclosure of the policy regarding non-audit services. This year, 94% of companies disclosed their policy regarding non-audit services, up from 90% in 2016. Of those explanations, we considered that 46% contained a good level of detail regarding the policy, including the nature of services the auditor is not permitted to perform, often also indicating any approval levels in place. 39% contained comparatively less detail and 16% said there was a policy, in some cases providing a cross-reference to the external website (which is not a recognised approach under the 2016 Guidance).

59% of companies indicated they had changed their non-audit services policy in light of the new Ethical Standard for Auditors which came into effect for periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016. A substantial minority provided information regarding the tendering of certain tax services now prohibited under the Ethical Standard. 24% of companies also mentioned the 70% cap on non-audit services which will apply for companies with a December year end in 2020, comparing non-audit fees in that year to the average of audit fees for the previous three years (assuming no change in auditor before that date, which would restart the clock).

Compliance – problem areas

Internal audit has been a recent area of focus – it is one of the “three lines of defence” and audit committees have been encouraged to spend more time ensuring internal audit is established properly, with independent lines of reporting, a clear remit and good linkage with the rest of the organisation. We did not see any particular improvement in the reporting of the role and activities of the internal audit function. As this area gets more attention with an expanded section on internal audit in the FRC’s 2016 Guidance on Audit Committees, we expect to see more next year.

Out of the companies which have an internal audit function, 90% of audit committees confirm that they have reviewed the plans and work of internal audit – a bare minimum disclosure. Only 53% stated that they have set internal audit plans with reference to the principal risks of the business (called for in the FRC’s 2016 Guidance on Audit Committees), although this is an improvement compared to 41% in 2016. Only four internal audit functions have been involved in a review of culture in any part of the organisation.

Only 67% of audit committees in companies with an internal audit function explain how they have assessed the effectiveness of the internal audit function, and many of these disclosures are very brief indeed. Some of the better disclosures are as comprehensive as those used to describe the assessment of the external audit process, and in some cases audit committees disclose that they use broadly the same approach for both assessments.

Also, for most FTSE 350 companies, it is the second year of reporting on compliance with the Competition & Markets Authority’s Statutory Audit Services for Large Companies Market Investigation (Mandatory Use of Competitive Tender Processes and Audit Committee Responsibilities) Order 2014 (the CMA Order). Although there is no good reason not to provide a statement of compliance and it remains a legal requirement to do so, only 74% of relevant companies included this disclosure (2016: 65%).
Looking beyond compliance

The changes to the 2016 UK Corporate Governance Code affect the audit committee report: for years commencing on or after 17 June 2016, companies need to ensure the audit committee as a whole has sufficient, relevant sector competence and to report on any advance plans for tendering their audit. These are light touch changes designed to implement elements of EU law in the UK. The 2016 Code was accompanied by new Guidance on Audit Committees, which not only reflected these changes but also represented a pulling together of best practice over the past few years in areas such as audit committee reporting and internal audit.

We consider there is no time bar on implementing best practice and identified the following helpful disclosure trends which echoed the FRC’s Guidance on Audit Committees (whilst noting that only 19% of companies specifically mentioned the guidance):

- 89% described the composition of their audit committee, which could include references to biographies, independence of members and the recent and relevant financial experience called for by the Code. 35% included a disclosure about sector competence.

- 52% included some mention of the annual performance evaluation of the audit committee. This need not be extensive to be good. 13% included a good stand-alone disclosure – identifying key findings and actions to address those, often along with detail on how the process was conducted, such as who was spoken to and whether via an interview or a written survey. 2% provided a cross-reference to the main performance evaluation disclosure, which was a sensible alternative to a stand-alone disclosure.

- 49% included some indication of when there might be a future external audit tender, in line with the new requirements of the 2016 UK Corporate Governance Code (2016: 49%). We think this would have been substantially higher if not for the high number of tenders conducted over the past few years, with many companies including a disclosure on their tender process or indicating their auditor was appointed very recently.

- The new Guidance recommends disclosures about the audit partner in addition to the audit firm. 60% disclosed the tenure of the current audit partner, falling to 43% disclosing the name of the current audit partner – which of course in the absence of partner rotation is also provided at the foot of the auditor’s report.

We also looked at the disclosure of non-audit services. 6% of companies indicated their auditor did not provide any non-audit services. For those that did provide non-audit services, the average ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees over all companies was 62%, falling to 45% in the FTSE 350 part of our sample. These levels were distorted slightly by some companies having very high non-audit fees associated with acquisitions or IPOs, the highest of these having been incurred prior to IPO with no non-audit fees at all incurred following IPO.

Companies increased the explanation as to why they had engaged their auditor to provide any significant non-audit services, with 37% of companies including an explanation this year (2016: 26%), although we considered that only 27% of those explanations were of a high quality (10 companies). For a high quality explanation, we looked for disclosure including elements such as a tender process, safeguards applied, the nature of the services provided and other clear reasons for selecting the auditor as provider – for example, because the service was an independent assurance service, or was required by law, or required knowledge the auditor had. The quality of explanations was not affected by the level of non-audit fees, with 70% of the highest quality explanations associated with substantially lower than average non-audit fees.
Internal audit has been a recent area of focus – it is one of the “three lines of defence” and audit committees have been encouraged to spend more time ensuring internal audit is established properly, with independent lines of reporting, a clear remit and good linkage with the rest of the organisation.

What to watch out for

- Implementing the 2016 Code and accompanying Guidance on Audit Committees should add substantial disclosures, particularly around the external auditor relationship – it is worth marking up an audit committee report if you have not yet implemented these changes.

- The audit committee report should include disclosure about the audit committee’s sector competence.

- Consider enhancing disclosures regarding the internal audit function and demonstrating the level of oversight applied by the audit committee. How has the committee assessed the effectiveness of the internal auditor?

- Make it clear how the audit committee has applied challenge to management’s conclusions when looking at the significant issues affecting the financial statements – what information has been requested and what questions raised?

- Where any significant non-audit services have been obtained from the external auditor, consider including details of why the auditor has been selected as provider and, importantly, any safeguards applied – so the reader understands the audit committee’s conclusion.

- If you are a FTSE 350 company, remember to include a statement of compliance regarding the CMA Order.
Examples of disclosure

Johnson Matthey Plc gave a clear explanation of how the effectiveness of the external audit process has been assessed – including tools used, who was consulted, continuous assessment, conclusions. They also disclosed the name of the external audit partner and advance notice of a tender of the external audit. Discussion was also included on a recent review of the audit by the FRC’s Audit Quality Review team and how the results were discussed with the external auditor.

Johnson Matthey Plc

How we reviewed KPMG’s performance and the effectiveness of the external audit process

Towards the end of the 2016/17 external audit, a feedback questionnaire was circulated to the executive directors and senior management. They were asked to rate how satisfied they were with KPMG, including its level of planning and coordination, ability to meet delivery dates and objectives, industry/specialist knowledge, preparedness and organisation, ability to firmly challenge management, independence, level and quality of communication and value for money.

The results showed an overall level of satisfaction with KPMG and that action had been taken on points arising from last year’s feedback. There are areas where further improvements can be made and at our next meeting, Stephen Oxley, our lead audit partner, will explain how he intends to adapt the audit approach for the current year to take into account the findings. We will also consider any relevant issues as part of the external audit tender process which will be conducted in 2017/18.

On a continuous basis throughout the year, we look at the quality of KPMG’s reports and the performance of Stephen Oxley both in and outside committee meetings. We pay particular attention to the way Stephen and the team interact with and challenge management as well as the effectiveness of the relationship between the internal and external audit teams. We also obtain feedback from the Chief Executive, the Chief Financial Officer and the Group Reporting Controller, all of whom have extensive interactions with KPMG. As noted earlier, I have regular one to one update meetings with Stephen to discuss agenda items and other matters which either Stephen or I feel are important.

We also reviewed findings from the FRC’s Audit Quality Review team on KPMG’s audit of Johnson Matthey’s Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 31st March 2016. We were pleased to find that the feedback was reassuring. Points were raised on post-employment benefit plans and, at component level, revenue. These points were fully discussed by the committee and, together with KPMG, we have agreed a number of actions to be taken in order to refine the audit approach. The committee was comfortable that whilst the proposed changes would improve the quality of the audit going forward they were not such as to give us concerns as to the audit of the 2016 accounts.

Following the above, we concluded that KPMG continues to provide an effective audit and therefore we recommended to the board its reappointment for 2017/18. A resolution proposing its reappointment is included in the notice of the 2017 AGM.
Intermediate Capital Group Plc’s disclosure illustrates a review of internal audit strategy, plan and outcomes and that internal audit focuses on the principal risks of the business. There was also clear disclosure on how the audit committee has assessed the effectiveness of internal audit, findings and planned remediation.

### Internal Audit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oversight of the internal audit function</th>
<th>During the year the Committee considered and approved the updated Internal Audit Strategy including the risk-based plan for FY17 and FY18 and other internal audit activities.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Committee reviewed the scopes of the internal audit reviews performed, the agreed reports produced, and monitored management’s progress in implementing the actions agreed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Committee’s review of the work undertaken by internal audit focused on significant risk issues identified, ensuring that reports were agreed and issued in a timely manner and that the timetable for implementation of agreed recommendations was both realistic and adhered to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Further details of the work of internal audit can be found on page 59.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Committee is satisfied that the Internal Audit Strategy and Plan will provide appropriate assurance on the controls in place to manage the principal risks to the Group.

The Committee is satisfied that reports are issued in a timely manner following reasonable challenge of recommendations, and that deadlines for changes are being set appropriately.

### Internal Audit Effectiveness

During the financial year the Committee appointed a third party, Independent Audit, to undertake a review of the effectiveness of the Internal Audit function. The review concluded that Internal Audit had, in its short life, succeeded in establishing itself as a necessary and valuable element of the Group’s risk and control framework. Independent Audit made their assessment based on certain observations and document inspections, together with interviews with Committee members, the Executive Directors and other relevant senior management.

The Committee also asked Independent Audit to consider whether the function is expected to continue to meet the needs of the organisation. Independent Audit provided some suggestions for the Committee to consider as the function matures. The suggestions included regular visits to all significant locations, enhancing the reports to include more context about the control environment and consideration of succession planning. The review findings and a plan for implementing the suggested improvements were discussed with the Head of Internal Audit.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
11. Judgements and estimates, tax and pensions

The average number of critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty dropped from 6 to 5.

Do those items appear to be company-specific?
- All items company specific: 16%
- Some items generic: 32%
- All items appeared generic: 51%

Disclosures on estimation uncertainties*

- Changes to past assumptions: 2%
- Range of reasonably possible outcomes: 2% - 98%
- Sensitivities (unless stated impracticable): 7% - 93%
- Quantified explanations of assumptions: 4% - 57%
- Nature and amount of asset/liability (or obvious): 60% - 27%

* Of the 95 companies appearing to disclose key sources of estimation uncertainty

57% discussed the effective tax rate on their statutory profit in their strategic report

76% gave some insight into their anticipated future effective tax rate

67% still have defined benefit pension schemes

16% quantified all future contributions due under schedules of contributions
The FRC has announced that they are undertaking focused thematic reviews of financial statements covering critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty and pensions. The FRC has already completed a thematic review on tax, both from a financial and narrative reporting standpoint. We have focussed on the FRC’s key areas of concern and present the key findings below by topic.

**Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty**

Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty are two disclosures that have often mistakenly been merged together, despite IAS 1 requiring separate and different disclosure for each. Disclosure of accounting judgements under IAS 1 specifically excludes those involving estimations, which are covered by the estimation uncertainty disclosures. We observed some progress here, with 52% of those surveyed (2016: 27%) now making clear which items they regard as estimates and which as judgements. However, even where a distinction is made, confusion remains as it appeared to us that 15 companies had presented judgements as estimates or vice versa. For example, forecasting future cash flows for an impairment test will typically involve making estimates. The differing disclosures required for each mean this distinction matters and the FRC’s decision to undertake a thematic review highlights their concerns in this area. Also, the estimates disclosures apply only where there is a significant risk of material adjustment in the next year due to changes in assumptions and estimates, so not all areas of estimation are covered.

One of the FRC’s main concerns is that disclosures are too generic. Such a concern appears well-founded, since a third of companies we looked at only provided narratives that were indeed so generic that they could have been equally applied to any other company. This was often the case in respect of goodwill impairment testing, defined benefit exposures, recognition of provisions and uncertain tax positions. Only 15 companies disclosed items that all appeared suitably company-specific.

Pinpointing the specific complexities involved in judgements and uncertainties provides far more valuable insight.

For example, the risk of material adjustment in the next 12 months may be identified as relating specifically to one group of cash generating units (such as a single operating segment) and the associated goodwill balance, rather than affecting the goodwill balance in its entirety.

On areas of estimation uncertainty, the FRC has specifically stated that, under IAS 1, it expects a description of the relevant assets’ and liabilities’ nature and amount and quantified explanations of assumptions. Where material, it also expects information about the sensitivity of estimates to changes in assumptions, the range of reasonably possible outcomes and changes made to past assumptions during the year. As shown opposite, this is an area where many companies could improve. It should be noted that in many cases the only insight into sensitivities and ranges of reasonably possible outcomes was where other standards such as IAS 19 or IAS 36 require specific disclosures – few companies included disclosures where there was no subject-specific requirement.

In 95% of cases it appeared to us that one or more items identified as critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty were open to challenge on the grounds that, based purely on the disclosures provided, it seemed unlikely that the judgements could have a significant effect or that the areas of estimation uncertainty could see a material adjustment within the next 12 months.

On a similar note, 37 companies stated, typically in their goodwill note, that there were no reasonably possible changes that could give rise to an impairment of goodwill and yet 27 of these companies stated that there was a key source of estimation uncertainty associated with impairment testing of goodwill, suggesting that there could be a material adjustment in the next 12 months. This highlights the need for preparers to avoid feeling compelled to identify a list that is typically five or six items long with the same items as in their peer group’s financial statements.

**Tax**

Recent times have seen greater scrutiny of the amount of tax companies are paying and the FRC’s thematic review highlighted areas for improvement in disclosures both in companies’ strategic reports and their financial statements.
New requirements call for large UK companies to publicly disclose their tax strategy before the end of financial years starting on or after 15 September 2016. In the annual reports we surveyed, 9% were providing more generic disclosures of their tax governance or strategy, whereas 29% of companies were providing some real insight beyond just generic boiler plate. Disclosures on the effective tax rate anticipated to be paid in the future were often relatively short, focusing on changes to tax rates announced in the budget.

One area of concern raised by the FRC is around uncertain tax positions, which are relatively common in large entities given the complexity of many tax regimes. Despite 38% of companies identifying provisions for uncertain tax positions as a critical accounting judgement or key source of estimation uncertainty, only 18% of companies surveyed provided an accounting policy on uncertain tax positions. Of the 38 companies, only six quantified their uncertain tax provisions. 15 companies disclosed contingent liabilities related to tax, although only seven of those gave an estimate of the potential effect as required by IAS 37 where the probability of outflow is not remote.

Alongside IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments, which provides clarity on the accounting (with effect from periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019), the FRC is promoting greater transparency in this area, through clearer disclosure of accounting policy and quantification of uncertain tax provisions. The FRC has stated that justification for non-quantification will continue to be a regulatory focus in future.

Pensions

Whilst many companies have closed their defined benefit pension schemes either to new entrants or to future accrual, ongoing obligations to fund such schemes can often be hugely significant. 67 companies surveyed had such schemes and in the majority of cases were giving some quantified insight into future funding levels – something the FRC is seeking improvements on.

The level of insight into future contribution levels varied though, with only 15 companies appearing to quantify future contributions over the whole period covered by schedules of contributions. In other cases companies only provided quantification of contributions for the next year, with higher level narrative covering timeframes further out. Just over half the companies with defined benefit schemes (36) clearly identified and explained the risks inherent in their scheme asset investment strategy.

What to watch out for

- Distinguish between judgements (other than those relating to estimates) and estimates
- Make the judgements and estimates company-specific and meet the FRC’s expectations for all the accompanying detail, such as sensitivity information
- Provide insight into the future expected tax rate
- Provide the necessary disclosures around uncertain tax positions
- Quantify future committed contributions to defined benefit schemes
- Provide justification for recognition of a pension asset where a scheme is in surplus
- Consider additional liabilities where minimum funding requirements will give rise to an irrecoverable pension surplus

25 of the schemes were seen to be in surplus (on an IAS 19 basis), with 22 of those companies recognising the surplus as an asset. However, the justification for recognising an asset was only provided by 13 companies (in all cases on the grounds of an unconditional right to a refund). On a related note, no company recognised an additional liability for a minimum funding requirement that would have given rise to an irrecoverable surplus. This is an area where the FRC can challenge companies, focusing on matters such as trustees’ rights to enhance benefits.
National Grid plc provided detailed sensitivity analyses in respect of their key sources of estimation uncertainty, part of which is shown below.

### National Grid plc

#### 33. Sensitivities on areas of estimation and uncertainty

In order to give a clearer picture of the impact on our results or financial position of potential changes in significant estimates and assumptions, the following sensitivities are presented. These sensitivities are hypothetical, as they are based on assumptions and conditions prevailing at the year end, and should be used with caution. The effects provided are not necessarily indicative of the actual effects that would be experienced because our actual exposures are constantly changing.

The sensitivities in the tables below show the potential impact in the income statement (and consequential impact on net asset) for a range of different variables each of which have been considered in isolation (i.e. with all other variables remaining constant). There are a number of these sensitivities which are mutually exclusive and therefore if one were to happen, another would not, meaning a total showing how sensitive our results are to these external factors is not meaningful.

We are further required to show additional sensitivity analysis for changes in interest and exchange rates and these are shown separately in the subsequent table due to the additional assumptions that are made in order to produce meaningful sensitivity disclosures.

The sensitivities included in the tables below all have an equal and opposite effect if the sensitivity increases or decreases by the same amount unless otherwise stated. For example, a 10% increase in unbilled revenue at 31 March 2017 would result in an increase in the income statement of £38 million and a 10% decrease in unbilled revenue would have the equal but opposite effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity Area</th>
<th>2017 Income Statement £m</th>
<th>2017 Net Assets £m</th>
<th>2016 Income Statement £m</th>
<th>2016 Net Assets £m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One year average change in useful economic lives (pre-tax):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation charge on property, plant and equipment</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortisation charge on intangible assets</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated future cash flows in respect of provisions, change of 10% (pre-tax):</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets and liabilities carried at fair value change of 10% (pre-tax):</td>
<td>(52)</td>
<td>(52)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivative financial instruments</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions and other post-retirement benefits (pre-tax):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK discount rate change of 0.5%*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,305</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US discount rate change of 0.5%*</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK RPI rate change of 0.5%*</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,114</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK long-term rate of increase in salaries change of 0.5%*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US long-term rate of increase in salaries change of 0.5%*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK change of one year to life expectancy at age 85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US change of one year to life expectancy at age 65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed US healthcare cost trend rate change of 1%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbilled revenue at 31 March change of 10% (post-tax):</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No hedge accounting for our derivative financial instruments (post-tax):</td>
<td>(652)</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>(123)</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity risk (post-tax):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% increase in commodity prices</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% decrease in commodity prices</td>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>(22)</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes to the above:

1. The effect of a 10% change in fair value assumes no hedge accounting.
2. The changes shown are a change in the annual pension or other post-retirement benefit service charge and change in the defined benefit obligations.
3. A change in the discount rate is likely to occur as a result of changes in bond yields and as such would be expected to be offset to a significant degree by a change in the value of the bond assets held by the plans.
4. The projected impact resulting from a change in RPI reflects the underlying effect on pensions in payment, pensions in deferment and resultant increases in salary assumptions.
5. This change has been applied to both the pre 1 April 2014 and post 1 April 2014 rate of increase in salary assumption.
6. Represents potential impact on fair values of commodity contracts only.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
12. Other financial statement disclosures

Detail on new IFRSs not yet effective

- IFRS 9: 2409
- IFRS 15: 3506
- IFRS 16: 1119

- No disclosure
- Statement that impact not yet assessed or that impact might be material
- Statement that no material impact expected with no supporting rationale
- Statement that no material impact expected with clear supporting rationale
- Narrative provided on key impacts
- Potential impact quantified

How was recoverable amount determined for goodwill?

- Value in use: 68
- Fair value less costs of disposal: 6
- Both: 6

What reporting framework are parent companies using?

- Full IFRS: 47
- FRS 101: 49
- FRS 102: 4

- 12% disclosed key judgements about consolidation related issues
- 22 companies restated the comparative balances for reasons other than change in accounting policies
- 97% of those with business combinations recognised goodwill balances
- 85% of those with business combinations recognised intangible asset balances

Annual report insights 2017 | Surveying FTSE reporting
Impairment testing of goodwill

80 companies had a goodwill balance at the year-end, prompting IAS 36 disclosures around impairment testing, which investors, auditors and regulators will always pay close attention to. We were pleased to see that 76 companies disclosed key assumptions for determining recoverable amount. 68 companies determined the recoverable amount with reference to the value in use, 6 companies with reference to fair value less costs of disposal and 6 companies with reference to both value in use and fair value less costs of disposal. 67 companies also set out their process for determining assumptions, including whether they were based on past performance or external sources. 42 of those companies identified key assumptions beyond just their discount rate and the long term growth rate applied to periods beyond those covered by budgets, for example highlighting future profit margins.

35 companies provided some form of sensitivity analysis, with a further 37 pre-empting any enquiries on the lack of disclosure by instead providing a negative statement that there were no reasonably possible changes in key assumptions that would cause an impairment. Only eight companies remained silent on the matter.

Business combinations – goodwill and intangible asset recognition

37% of the FTSE 350 companies in our sample and 28% of those smaller listed companies surveyed had business combinations during the year (33 companies in total, 2016: 39). 97% of those with business combinations (2016: 95%) recognised goodwill balances and 85% (2016: 77%) recognised other intangibles, although it was not always possible to ascertain whether these were intangibles that had previously been recognised by the acquiree. Although only a high-level insight, this seems relatively encouraging given that the FRC has repeatedly raised concerns that companies may not be identifying all required intangibles in their business combination accounting.

Key judgements – consolidations

Despite the prevalence of parent companies holding investments in subsidiaries, joint arrangements and associates, only 12 companies (2016: 12) disclosed key judgements about consolidation related issues. The FRC takes a keen interest in such matters, particularly around de facto control.

Impact of forthcoming standards

With major new IFRSs on the horizon, covering revenue recognition, financial instruments and leasing, it was disappointing that, despite encouragement from the FRC and ESMA, so few companies were providing company-specific detail on the potential impact of these new standards, as required by IAS 8. IFRS 9 and IFRS 15 become effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2018 and, at the time of their last reports, many companies still hadn’t determined whether or not there would be a material impact. Around half stated that no material impact was expected but there was no accompanying explanation to support this conclusion. Expectations of meaningful insight and quantification of known or reasonably estimable impacts will only increase in the coming reporting season, which for many companies will be their final reports before those standards become effective.

Fewer companies indicated that they did not expect a material impact from applying IFRS 16, the new leasing standard, which requires many operating leases to come onto lessees’ balance sheets. Again, expectations of this disclosure will increase as time passes, with quantification expected if known or reasonably estimable.
What to watch out for

- Newly effective IFRS amendments, set out in the regulatory overview appendix of the electronic overview of this publication, in particular IAS 7’s reconciliation of movements in liabilities arising from financing activities
- Improve disclosures on the effect of standards that are in issue but not yet effective
- Only include those accounting policies that are significant and relevant to the accounts
- Don’t forget all the disclosures required by IFRS 13 if you have items making significant use of unobservable inputs (‘Level 3’ fair values)

**Significant accounting policies and material disclosures**

Where accounting policies were presented in a separate note (as opposed to interspersed throughout multiple notes to the accounts), they were just under seven pages long on average, consistent with last year. Such an approach is still adopted by the majority of companies (88, 2016: 88). Although many companies indicated that they were disclosing their “significant” accounting policies, or words to similar effect, in some cases it appeared that redundant policies were still included.

On a similar theme, only six companies this year made reference to excluding financial statement disclosures on the grounds that the information was immaterial, consistent with the previous year. That said, companies may feel it is unnecessary to repeat year on year the fact that immaterial disclosures are being omitted, given such information is not required to be disclosed anyway per IAS 1.

**Restatements**

In terms of restatements, other than for changes in accounting policy, 22 companies were seen to be adjusting comparative balances. The most common reasons for a restatement was to reflect changes in reportable segments following internal restructurings.

**Company financial statements**

Changes to the law have meant that companies reporting under FRS 101 or FRS 102 are now at liberty to use IFRS-style presentation and terminology in their accounts rather than having to adhere to the more traditional UK GAAP statutory formats. We found two of the four parent companies adopting FRS 102 surveyed made use of this flexibility in their separate financial statements, as did 11 of the 49 FRS 101 reporters. The 47 parent companies reporting under IFRS may well gradually move across to FRS 101 in future periods, given the FRC’s removal of the requirement for such companies to notify shareholders of such a change.
Examples of disclosure

Capita plc provided company-specific insight into the potential impact IFRS 15, the new IFRS on revenue, may have on them.

Capita plc

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers

IFRS 15 is the new revenue standard which replaces both IAS 18 Revenue and IAS 11 Construction Contracts. The standard is based on revenue being recognised as and when “transfer of control” (of the goods or services provided) occurs which is a change from the ‘risks and rewards’ model under the current standards.

Current status

We are in the process of reviewing each large-scale contract which is quantitatively or qualitatively material to the Group through adopting a first principles approach according to the five-step model which IFRS 15 introduces. Our approach can be summarised as follows:

- Step 1: Identify the contract – is there an enforceable contract, with commercial substance which has been approved by the parties to that contract?
- Step 2: Identify the performance obligations – what goods or services have we promised to deliver under the contract and are those promises distinct from one another?
- Step 3: Determine the transaction price – what amount of consideration do we expect to receive in return for delivering the promises under the contract?
- Step 4: Allocate the transaction price – how do we allocate the transaction price to each of the identified performance obligations?
- Step 5: Recognise revenue – have we transferred control of the promised goods or services at a point in time or over time?

As a practical expedient and as allowed under the standard we will apply the 5-step approach under IFRS 15 to portfolios of contracts which have similar characteristics and where we expect that the financial statements would not differ materially had the standard been applied to the individual contracts within the portfolio.

In terms of change from current accounting we anticipate that the most significant impact will be on our major contracts where there are multiple components to be delivered (under one agreement) such as transformation of the existing service delivery model, transitions of processes, people or data and the delivery of administration services, which have to be undertaken over the course of the contract. IFRS 15 requires additional consideration to be given to whether the components or promises within a contract are distinct and therefore separate from a revenue standpoint or whether they should be handled together to form one larger ‘performance obligation’

For long-term contracts currently accounted for on a percentage of completion basis, where progress is measured on an input method, costs are expensed as incurred. Under IFRS 15 we will consider what costs meet the definition of contract fulfilment costs. This may change the timing of when costs and revenue are recognised. Given the multi-component nature of our major contracts we would expect this change to have a material impact.

Although it is expected that the standard will have an impact on the timing and amount of revenue and costs being recognised there will be no impact on cash flows with collection remaining in line with contractual terms.

There remains a significant amount of work to be performed in order to quantify the full potential impact of IFRS 15 on revenue, costs and profit.

Application

We plan to adopt IFRS 15 using a fully retrospective application which will include restatement of the prior period comparatives under the new standard. Our application will make use of the following practical expedients:

- Contracts which are completed at the beginning of the earliest period presented will not be restated.
- Contracts with variable consideration will use the transaction price at the date the contract was completed rather than estimates of variable consideration in comparative periods.
- Contract modifications which occurred before the beginning of the earliest period presented will be reflected in aggregate.
- For all periods presented before the date of initial application, we will not disclose the amount of the transaction price allocated to the remaining performance obligations or an explanation of when we expect to recognise that amount as revenue.
- Contracts that are started and completed in the same annual reporting period will have no impact.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
Appendix 1 – The preparation process

When implementing the recommendations set out in this document, it is important to work to an achievable timetable. Getting as much as possible done in advance of the year end, when there is less pressure on the timetable, reduces the burden during the post year end reporting cycle. In order to help you achieve your objectives we have provided a suggested 2017/18 plan below, as well as suggestions for what could be on the agenda for your planning meeting.

A suggested timetable for 2017/18 (For December reporters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>October 2017</th>
<th>By mid October</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Planning meeting of contributors to agree responsibilities, process and governance, including how to assess whether the report is fair, balanced and understandable, plus decide the overall structure for the report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify opportunities to make the report clearer and more concise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>November 2017</th>
<th>Early to mid November</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Contributors draft templates for their areas of responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structure of draft report pulled together and reviewed for duplication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Areas for linkage identified and highlighted in the draft report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Late November/early December</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Auditors review the structure of the report and provide comments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December 2017</th>
<th>By mid December</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Disclosure Committee (or equivalent) approve overall structure and technical compliance of the report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Draft report presented to the Audit Committee for initial comment on key messages, themes and overall balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Report sections updated for final messages based on year end results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cross-check for consistency with other planned or existing public reporting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>February 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Audit Committee assesses annual report on behalf of the Board – is it comprehensive and is it fair, balanced and understandable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remuneration report reviewed by Remuneration Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Report sections formally presented for review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chairmen of Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Committees compose introductions to their reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By late February/March</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Final report presented to Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee and Board for approval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Suggested agenda for annual report planning meeting

- Consider how you will ensure that all elements of your annual report meet the regulatory requirements and effectively convey strategically important information to shareholders

- Agree the key messages and themes that will flow through the report, as far as they are understood at this stage, getting Audit Committee and Board buy in at a sufficiently early stage

- Discuss and agree how materiality will be applied to the annual report as a whole

- With the design team, discuss the key messages and themes and how these can be brought to life through design

- With the website team, discuss your approach to digital communication alongside the key messages and themes, to agree any advance design work to be done on the website

- Plan how you will avoid the “silo effect”:
  - Arrange for regular communication between all teams involved
  - Create an example storyboard identifying all elements to be included in the front half at the beginning of the process to help avoid duplication, and achieve a holistic, concise story
  - Identify the relationships to be drawn out and links to be made in the report
  - Identify who will do a “cold read” of the report in full to assess clarity of message, conciseness and duplication, as well as determining whether the report is fair, balanced and understandable
Appendix 2 – Timeline of key corporate reporting changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective for periods commencing on or after:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 January 2016                              | • New Accounting Regulations  
• Changes to new UK GAAP               |
| 17 June 2016                                | • New EU Audit Regulation and Corporate Governance Code |
| 3 July 2016 (information published after this date) | • ESMA Guidelines on APMs |
| 1 January 2017                              | • EU Non-Financial Reporting directive  
• New IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows disclosures |
| 1 January 2018                              | • New IFRSs on revenue and financial instruments |
| 1 January 2019                              | • New leasing IFRS  
• Amendments to FRS 102 from triennial review (proposed) |
| 1 January 2021                              | • New insurance contracts IFRS |

**Other significant initiatives ongoing**

FRC’s clear and concise initiative  
FRC updates to strategic report guidance  
IIRC integrated reporting framework  
IASB disclosure initiative  
IASB conceptual framework project  
Financial reporting lab projects on digital future and risk and viability reporting

Further information on these changes can be found in the regulatory overview appendix in the electronic version of this publication, available at [www.deloitte.co.uk/annualreportinsights](http://www.deloitte.co.uk/annualreportinsights)
Appendix 3 – Additional disclosure examples

Business model related disclosures  58
Stakeholder engagement disclosures  61
Risks and opportunities disclosures  63
Viability statement disclosures  65
Corporate governance disclosures  66
Nomination committee disclosures  69
Audit committee disclosures  72
Financial statement disclosures  75

This appendix sets out additional examples of good practice in disclosure. Click on the company names to go the relevant annual reports.
Business model related disclosures

Anglian Water plc
A clear explanation, using narrative and limited graphics, of how Anglian Water creates value and the resources it relies upon.

Marks and Spencer Group plc
Marks and Spencer Group plc provide an overview of “Connected Value”, demonstrating the linkage between strategy, business model, KPIs and Risks, and how these fit within the transformation of capitals as inputs to outcomes.

International Personal Finance plc
The Q&A format of the discussion of market trends in International Personal Finance plc annual report is particularly effective.
Charles Stanley Group PLC
The discussion of market trends in Charles Stanley Group PLC's annual report includes explanations of how the company has responded to the trends and the opportunities that are presented.

Lonmin Plc
Lonmin Plc clearly disclosed the distribution of cash earned to stakeholders.

Fresnillo plc
A good example of linkage between business model and other key elements of the strategic report was provided by Fresnillo plc.
EVRAZ plc
EVRAZ plc’s business model includes many elements encouraged by the Lab, summarising them and providing cross-references to further detail.

BT Group plc
BT Group plc quantified both the financial and non-financial value created for a range of stakeholder groups within its business model.

Berendsen plc
Berendsen plc clearly identifies inputs and gives an indication of value created for all stakeholders.
Stakeholder engagement disclosures

Marks and Spencer Plc
A good example from Marks and Spencer Plc with analysis and application of s172 of the Companies Act 2006 including specific reference to s172.

St James’ Place Plc
A good example of explicit reference to s172 of the Companies Act 2006 as part of the approval of the strategic report from St James’ Place Plc.

Vodafone Group Plc
A good example from Vodafone Group Plc of shareholder engagement providing a list of issues which shareholders have asked about.
Paypoint Plc
Paypoint Plc clearly identifies its key stakeholders and the process for interacting with and supporting them.

Marks and Spencer Group PLC
Marks and Spencer Group PLC explain, in a visually appealing way, how they engage with a range of stakeholders.
Brewin Dolphin Plc
Brewin Dolphin Plc disclosed market drivers, how these present themselves as opportunities or challenges to the company, and how the company is responding.

Pearson plc
Pearson plc present a heat map which shows the likelihood of the risk arising, the possible magnitude of its impact and how the risk has changed year on year. The person responsible for each risk is also identified.

Cobham plc
Cobham plc provides a discussion of risk appetite. It goes on to clearly link each risk to the relevant KPIs and the change in risk status is explained.
**Weir Group PLC**
The viability statement states all the principal risks identified by the Weir Group PLC are considered, but makes clear which were focused on for enhanced stress-testing.

**Unite Group Plc**
The Unite Group Plc identify Brexit as a major component of market risk and tailor the discussion of each risk to their specific circumstances. Each risk is also clearly linked to part of the strategy.
Viability statement disclosures

NEXT plc
NEXT plc explains with a diagram the shorter and longer term factors influencing its decision regarding the lookout period.

Shaftesbury PLC
Shaftesbury PLC provides and explains key assumptions relating to their viability assessment.

BT Group plc
BT Group plc provides good detail about the current position, assessment of prospects and a horizon beyond the lookout period.
Corporate governance disclosures

Fidessa group plc
Fidessa group plc explains the independence assessment and contribution to the board of a long serving director.

Vodafone Group Plc
Vodafone Group Plc explains the skills and experience each director brings to the board to enable shareholders better to understand their individual contribution.

IP Group Plc
IP Group Plc describes the importance of cyber security, the reasons for audit and risk committee attention, the regularity of review, new initiatives and use of external advice.
**St James’ Place plc**

St James’ Place plc demonstrates the Board’s interest in and attention to broader stakeholders and how their views are taken into account.

**Persimmon Plc**

Persimmon Plc’s Chairman explains the board’s view of company culture and tools to maintain it.

**Intertek Group plc**

Intertek Group plc clearly explains the reason for Code departure, the impact on compliance and the timing of remediation.
Barclays PLC explains the importance of the principles and provides an index to where information can be found.
Nomination committee disclosures

Pearson plc
Pearson plc provides a helpful table regarding board evaluation findings from the prior year and actions taken to remedy those during the past year.

St Modwen Properties PLC
St Modwen Properties PLC provides a diagrammatic explanation of the board evaluation supported by clear explanation, description of key findings and actions taken to date.

Lloyds Banking Group plc
Lloyds Banking Group plc provides the required gender table and also statistics regarding ethnicity of the workforce and disability.
**Serco Group plc**

Serco Group plc covers both board succession and senior leadership and explains how these were reviewed, including timescales for succession planning, diversity and nature of potential candidates.

**Reviewing Board succession planning** -- The Committee held a meeting during the year to specifically consider Board succession. With the support of the Group HR Director, the Committee reviewed the succession processes put in place by the HR team and also considered the immediate, emerging and long-term succession plan for each key Board role. This took into account discussion on background, experience, sector knowledge, functional knowledge and consideration of good practice guidelines in relation to Board appointments and diversity.

**Reviewing the process for Executive Committee succession planning** -- The Committee received an overview of the existing processes in place for Executive Committee succession planning and received a briefing from the Group HR Director on the current talent pipeline for each executive role, ahead of their wider planned review of succession plans for each key Executive Committee role during 2017.

**2017 priorities and performance review**

The Committee’s performance was assessed as part of the Board’s annual effectiveness review. It was concluded that the Committee operated effectively. During 2017, the Committee will continue to focus on succession planning and supporting the diverse composition of the Board.

---

**Kingfisher plc**

Kingfisher plc explains the process undertaken and provides specific detail about an important board appointment.

---

**Case Study**

**Chairman’s succession**

*Role criteria:* In 2016, David Br tentative to step down from the Kingfisher Board, once a suitable successor had been found, Mark Selby was the Senior Independent Director and the Nomination Committee during the process. He engaged with (O Group Limited) to assist with the search process. A comprehensive design was prepared and the search strategy agreed. In到来person role offering, we considered the skills and experience that the Board would benefit from when overseeing the implementation of the longer-term strategy. Care was taken to ensure that the candidates were respected and well placed to lead the business.

*Selection process:* A shortlist of suitable candidates was identified with Mark Selby and Mark Little, the most attractive of those shortlisted were candidate, then selected. The selection process was carried out by an independent third party, and the Board was informed of the final decision. The Committee was impressed by the calibre of the shortlisted candidates. The successful candidate, Andy Costello, brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the role of Chairman.

*Inclusion:* A formal inclusion programme has been developed, and includes meetings with key stakeholders, Group Executive Members, key functional leaders, and Operating Company management teams, which will provide Andy with a deep understanding of our businesses.

---

**Appendix 3 – Additional disclosure examples**
Lloyds Banking Group plc
Lloyds Banking Group plc uses simple diagrams to summarise how the director induction programme and professional development is managed.

Premier Oil plc
Premier Oil plc uses a simple diagram to summarise how director induction and further development is managed.
Audit committee disclosures

Weir Group PLC
In respect of the Group’s internal control and risk management systems, the Weir Group PLC explains clearly the significant failing or weakness that has arisen during the year and the actions that have been taken to address this.

Mondi Group
Mondi Group provides information on interaction with the FRC’s Corporate Reporting Review team and Audit Quality Review team.

EVRAZ plc
EVRAZ plc describes how the effectiveness of the internal audit function was assessed, the scrutiny of the audit committee and the actions they have taken to ensure the internal audit plan is in line with risks, and references external frameworks such as the IIA.
National Grid plc

National Grid plc describes why they decided to engage their auditor for a significant non-audit service.

Informa Plc

Informa Plc offers a comprehensive non-audit services policy together with clear description of changes in 2017.

Capita plc

Capita plc explains the nature of the issue, the actions taken by the audit committee, taking into account the sources of information considered, and the conclusions including how the annual report has changed as a result.
Compass Group plc provides the new recommended disclosure on audit committee overall sector competence.
Vodafone Group Plc provided detailed information on the qualitative effect of an IFRS in issue but not yet effective, including a statement that the quantitative effect cannot yet be reasonably estimated.

BT Group plc provided detailed information on the qualitative effect of an IFRS in issue but not yet effective, including a statement that the quantitative effect cannot yet be reasonably estimated.
Kingfisher plc

Kingfisher plc provided an analysis of plan assets in a defined benefit plan, and information on the liability-driven investment strategy pursued in relation to the plan.

Kingfisher plc

Kingfisher plc presented a clear description of the responsibilities of trustees over its defined benefit pension plan.

### Additional Disclosure Examples

The fair value of scheme assets is analysed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th></th>
<th>2016/17</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Overseas</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>% ofTotal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government bonds</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate bonds</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td>(94)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>(94)</td>
<td>(2)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK equities</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other equities</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annuity</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and other</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

1. No London Commodity agreement liabilities.
2. All UK schemes have quoted prices in active markets, except for £97m 2015 to 16 £63m of property, annuity and other assets.
3. On 11 December 2015, the scheme entered into a modified and extended annuity policy with a major insurance company for certain pensioner liabilities, thereby removing the longevity risk associated with these members.
4. Termination liability is vis-à-vis a defined benefit scheme part of the own account balance sheet and included in the scheme’s financial statements, including government bonds, corporate bonds and derivatives. The government bond assets category in the table above includes gross assets of £6.3bn GBP(2015-16 £2.6bn and associated reported agreement liabilities of £1.6bn 2015-16 £1.6bn). Repurchase agreements are considered with counterparties to be offset with the scheme’s exposure to investors and lending costs, while remaining unwind assets of similar nature. Interests rates and historic costs are also included to complement the use of fixed and floating book values in assessing the profile of the scheme liabilities.

The Trust Cecropia Ltd (“Kingfisher”) is an unsecured right to unwind fixed assets assuming the full settlement of all liabilities in the event of a plan wind-up. Furthermore, in the ordinary course of business, the Trust Cecropia Ltd is available to unspecified other augment the benefits due to members of the scheme. Based on these rights, any net surplus in the UK scheme is recognised in full.
The big picture

The demands placed on companies in relation to their corporate reporting by regulators and investors continue to evolve. To assist companies in addressing these changing demands, the FRC continues to issue helpful guidance as part of its ‘Clear & Concise Reporting’ initiative, as well as through the work of its Financial Reporting Lab. In recognition of the particular challenges faced by smaller listed companies when trying to produce high quality annual reports, the FRC continues its project specifically intended to improve the reporting by smaller listed and AIM companies.

At the heart of the Clear & Concise project is the FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report (the ‘FRC Guidance’), issued in 2014, which is referred to throughout this publication. This document sets out a wealth of non-mandatory guidance for companies on how to communicate effectively within their strategic report, as well as how to link it meaningfully to other parts of the report. The FRC has since concluded that companies are taking on board the objectives of their Clear & Concise initiative and that the overall quality of corporate reporting has improved since the introduction of the strategic report, although opportunities for further improvement still exist. With the adoption of the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive (EU NFR Directive), and the FRC’s subsequent consultation on proposed amendments to its Guidance, the focus on non-financial information within narrative reporting continues to increase. Particular emphasis is being placed on company purpose and how companies are impacting broader stakeholder groups beyond shareholders.

Since we published our last annual report insights survey, the Financial Reporting Lab has issued:

- Business model reporting (October 2016) which examined various characteristics of business models such as how various groups define a business model, the way in which business model disclosures are prepared, how investors use business model disclosures and what good business model reporting looks like;
- Disclosure of dividends – policy and practice implementation study (December 2016), which examines how companies have responded to investor calls for better disclosure of dividends, examples of good practice and areas for improvement; and
- Digital reporting – a framework for future digital reporting (May 2017), which identifies the benefits new mediums and technologies should offer, which technologies could do this and how companies can make the most of this opportunity.
Narrative reporting

This past year, the most significant development in narrative reporting was ESMA’s Guidelines on Alternative Performance Measures becoming effective. All of those companies surveyed clearly presenting key performance indicators (KPIs) included some which were APMs. Many aspects of ESMA’s Guidelines are commonly adhered to, although some companies may be open to challenge in terms of the level of prominence given to those APMs.

Existing requirements

Other than for small companies, which are exempt, the main component of the narrative section of an annual report is the strategic report, which was introduced in 2013 by section 414A of the Companies Act 2006. Companies are also required by section 415 of the Act to include a directors’ report, although since the introduction of the strategic report this contains mainly basic compliance disclosures.

The strategic report is required to include:

- a fair review of the company’s business, including (for quoted companies) elements such as a description of the company’s business model, its strategy and information about corporate social responsibility (see sections 4 and 5 for more details);
- to the extent necessary for an understanding of the development, performance or position of the company, analysis using financial and, where appropriate, non-financial KPIs (see section 3 for more details); and
- a description of the principal risks and uncertainties facing the company. The UK Corporate Governance Code and associated guidance also contains requirements in this area (see section 6 for more details).

Also, many companies choose to present the longer term viability statement and going concern disclosures required by the 2014 Code as part of their strategic report (see section 7 for more details).

The FRC Guidance includes a lot of information for companies on how to present the content requirements of the strategic report most effectively. An updated version of the FRC Guidance is open for consultation at the time of writing. It reflects the new requirements of the EU NFR Directive (see below) and enhances the link between the purpose of the strategic report and the matters directors should have regard to under section 172 of the Companies Act 2006.

The <IR> Framework also gives guidance on reporting requirements that will be helpful to UK companies. However, the <IR> Framework goes further than this, introducing the concept of ‘Integrated Thinking’ – challenging and enabling companies to ‘live their story’ rather than merely tell it. Integrated reporting (<IR>) is discussed in more detail throughout this report – look out for the <IR> boxes.

Listed companies have been getting to grips with ESMA’s Guidelines on Alternative Performance Measures (APMs) this past year. These guidelines apply to a variety of documents but, in particular, include within their scope the narrative sections of annual reports (but not the financial statements themselves). Although they are described as ‘Guidelines’, ESMA has stated that they expect compliance with them to be enforced by national regulators. In a UK context the FRC has issued ESMA Guidelines on Alternative Performance Measures: Frequently Asked Questions, which indicate that they are considering material inconsistencies with the ESMA Guidelines as part of the activities of their Conduct Committee, i.e. reviews of company annual reports. Deloitte has produced a practical guide to the ESMA Guidelines to assist preparers in complying with the new requirements. Similarly, ESMA itself has issued a set of Q&As in relation to its Guidelines.

The Guidelines apply to documents published on or after 3 July 2016. They set out a framework for the presentation of APMs, also known as non-GAAP measures, aimed at promoting their usefulness and transparency. In particular, they require that:

- APMs should be defined and the basis of calculation set out;

- APMs should be reconciled to the most directly reconcilable line item, subtotal or total presented in the financial statements;

- APMs should not be displayed with more prominence, emphasis or authority than the most directly comparable measure defined by the entity’s financial reporting framework;
• APMs should be accompanied by comparatives for the corresponding previous period; and

• APMs should be consistent over time, with changes in or the cessation of use of an APM explained.

Our findings on the presentation of APMs are discussed in section 3.

2016 was the first year that companies needed to publish a slavery and human trafficking statement, as required by the Modern Slavery Act 2015\(^1\), although this does not need to be included in the annual report (unless the information is material and otherwise required under the above strategic report requirements). 59% of the companies we surveyed this year talked about modern slavery in some form in their annual report (see section 5).

New requirements
The UK implementation of the EU Directive on disclosure of non-financial and diversity information (EU NFR Directive) is effective for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2017. The way it has been implemented into UK law means that there are two similar, but different, sets of requirements operating in parallel for quoted companies, which leads to some complexity. They are:

1. the existing requirements of s414C of the Act regarding the contents of a strategic report, as set out above; and

2. the new requirement to produce a non-financial information statement set out in the new s414CA and s414CB of the Act.

The scope of (1) remains as before. The requirement to produce a non-financial information statement applies to all companies that are:

a. public-interest entities, as defined by EU law (which includes all companies with debt or equity listed on a regulated market, such as the LSE main market); and

b. parents of a group with more than 500 employees.

Large quoted companies will fall into (1) and (2), smaller quoted companies will fall into (1) but not (2), and large unquoted banking and insurance companies will be included in (2) but not (1), if they have more than 500 employees.

The requirements of both (1) and (2) are similar but not identical so companies will need to be careful that they include all the relevant elements that apply to them. For large quoted companies, the non-financial information statement builds on the existing requirements of the strategic report by introducing specific requirements to disclose information on anti-corruption and bribery matters (including related policies) and to explain the impact of and risks relating to various non-financial reporting matters. Disclosure will not need to be duplicated – there are exemptions from some of the existing requirements for companies which are required to apply the new ones as well.

We looked at whether companies are already taking on board the requirement to discuss anti-corruption and bribery matters. Our findings are in section 5 (on stakeholder engagement).

Other additional reporting requirements for companies, aimed to increase transparency, have been finalised:

• gender pay gap reporting came into force on 6 April 2017 with the first disclosures being required by 4 April 2018\(^15\);

• payment practices and performance disclosure needs to be made by large companies for years commencing on or after 6 April 2017\(^16\); and

• large companies need to disclose their tax strategy\(^17\) before the end of their first financial year commencing on or after 15 September 2016, when the Finance Act received Royal Assent.

Publication of all the above is required to be on a website rather than as part of a company’s annual report. However, where issues in these areas are material to the business, companies will need to consider whether disclosure should also be provided to meet the above requirements of the strategic report. We looked at the extent to which companies are deciding to include this information in their annual report (see section 5).
Areas of regulatory focus

The following areas of regulatory focus have been identified in relation to narrative reporting.

- **Presentation of non-GAAP measures** is a significant focus area given the new requirements introduced by the ESMA Guidelines. In addition, the identification of items excluded from non-GAAP measures (often described as 'exceptional items') is also likely to be an area of continued focus – see the Financial statements section of this appendix for more detail.

- The business review included within the strategic report should be **fair, balanced and comprehensive**. This includes balancing analyses that use non-GAAP measures with analyses that use unadjusted metrics and ensuring discussions of performance and position are suitably comprehensive and not omitting 'bad news'. Companies should also ensure that they cover all relevant aspects of both financial position and performance in this review.

- A number of suggestions for improvement of **disclosure of business models** were made in the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab’s report in 2016. Companies should, therefore, expect more scrutiny in this area.

- **Identification of principal risks and uncertainties**. Companies should ensure that the risks and uncertainties disclosed are genuinely principal and make sure they discuss how risks are managed or mitigated. Linkage between risks and strategic objectives and KPIs has been specifically highlighted as needing to be clearly disclosed. There is a particular focus on those systemic risks such as Brexit and cyber risk.

- **Identification of key performance indicators (KPIs)**. Companies should consider whether ratios that are discussed prominently in the strategic report should be identified as KPIs, and that where non-GAAP measures are identified as KPIs the information required by the ESMA Guidelines is given.

- **Disclosure of dividend policy and practice** (i.e. how the policy is applied in taking decisions to declare dividends) will be an area of focus, especially after the FRC's Financial Reporting Lab report (published in December 2016) made a number of suggestions to improve disclosure.

- The **linkage and consistency** of the information included in the ‘front half’ and ‘back half’ of the annual report. Companies should ensure that there is cohesion between the information reported and effective linkage throughout the annual report. For example, consistency would be expected between the items identified as part of capital when discussing capital management in the front and back halves of the report. Similarly, the description of reconciling items in a company’s tax note should be consistent with discussions in the strategic report.

- **The impact of the EU referendum** decision has been highlighted as an area where the FRC expects to see more detailed disclosure as the economic and political effects become more certain in the medium and longer term.

On the horizon

The FRC will be publishing updated Guidance on the Strategic Report. This will reflect the government’s agenda for corporate governance reform, placing emphasis on the conduct of business and, amongst other things, giving employees, customers and wider stakeholders a greater voice. It will strengthen the link between s172 of the Companies Act 2006 and the strategic report to help the report provide greater insight into whether boardroom decisions have taken wider stakeholder interests into account. Although not currently a specific reporting requirement, we saw 17 companies referring to the requirements of s172, in particular the need to have regard to certain matters whilst promoting the success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole. The updated Guidance will also reflect the new disclosure requirements arising from the UK implementation of the EU NFR Directive.
Corporate governance

This past year there have been no new formal requirements for companies and focus has instead been on areas being explored by the Financial Reporting Council (the FRC) for the purpose of improved communication between companies and investors, in particular culture and succession planning.

Boardroom diversity, which is subject to additional reporting requirements under the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules changes reflecting the Non-Financial Reporting Directive, has also been an area of substantial public focus.

Existing requirements

Listed companies are required by the Listing Rules to make certain disclosures about corporate governance in their annual reports. Companies with a premium listing are required to state how they have applied the main principles set out in the UK Corporate Governance Code19 (the Code) issued by the FRC. This should be sufficient to enable shareholders to evaluate how the principles have been applied. They are also required to make a statement of compliance throughout the year with all relevant Code provisions, identifying provisions that have not been complied with and explaining their reasons for this non-compliance. The FRC has issued guidance20 on what constitutes a meaningful explanation. The Listing Rules also require certain disclosures regarding certain provisions of the Code, including those on the preparation of financial statements on a going concern basis and the preparation of a longer term viability statement.

During the period covered by this year’s survey, companies had to report on their compliance with the 2014 Code, which is supported by the FRC’s Guidance on Board Effectiveness21, Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting22, and by the Guidance on Audit Committees23. The Guidance on Audit Committees was re-issued in June 2016 to accompany the 2016 version of the Code and some companies have started to apply the best practice recommendations laid out in the new Guidance. The FRC’s guidance documents include recommendations regarding disclosure in the annual report.

The main components of a company’s corporate governance report are:

- a statement on how the company has applied the main principles of the Code and a statement of compliance with the detailed provisions of the Code, often with an introduction from the Chairman of the board focusing on the principles of accountability and effectiveness (see section 8 for more details);

- statements on the robust assessment of principal risks and the longer term viability statement, which some companies include as part of their corporate governance report, although the majority have presented these as part of their strategic report (see section 8 for more details);

- a report on the work of the audit committee, in particular its role in oversight of effectiveness of risk management and internal control systems, in assuring the integrity of the company’s financial reporting, such as its detailed consideration and challenge of management regarding the significant issues affecting the financial statements, and in its oversight of relationships with both internal audit and the external auditor, covering effectiveness and scope and (for the external auditor) tendering and non-audit services; and

- reports from the other significant board committees, in particular the nomination committee regarding succession and diversity (see section 9 for more details), the remuneration committee and, where constituted, the risk committee.

Quoted companies reporting under the Act are required to include a directors’ remuneration report. This report must contain a statement by the chair of the remuneration committee telling the story of the year in respect of remuneration. The report is split into a policy report, which is not subject to audit and is not required to be presented in full in years where there will not be a vote on the company’s remuneration policy, and an annual report on remuneration, some elements of which are subject to audit. The policy report is subject to a binding shareholder vote every three years, or whenever the policy is to change. The annual report on remuneration is subject to an annual advisory vote and includes a “single figure” directors’ remuneration table. The GC100 and Investor Group has published guidance on these requirements, which was updated in August 201624.
New requirements

For financial periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016, the 2016 Code replaced the 2014 Code. The changes are minimal, with only a few amendments to section C.3:

- the audit committee as a whole will be required to have competence relevant to the sector in which the company operates;
- the Code provision on audit tendering for FTSE 350 companies has been removed; and
- the audit committee report will be required to provide advance notice of plans to retender the external audit.

Alongside the 2016 Code, a revised version of the FRC’s Guidance on Audit Committees was published, reflecting best practice developments and proposing a number of new audit committee actions and disclosures. A new FRC Ethical Standard for Auditors also became effective for periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016, which places additional restrictions on the non-audit services that can be provided by the external auditor.

With the UK implementation of the revised EU Auditing Directive and Regulation also completed by 17 June 2016, all listed companies and other companies falling within the definition of an EEA Public Interest Entity (PIE) are now required to tender their audit at least every 10 years, with a change of auditor required at least every 20 years.

Non-financial reporting changes

Updates to the Disclosure Guidelines and Transparency Rules (the DTR), reflecting the diversity requirements of the EU NFR Directive, come into effect for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017.

These require companies within scope – public interest entities with at least 500 employees in the company or the group headed by the company – to describe their diversity policy in relation to the board, including aspects such as age, gender, geographical diversity and educational and professional background, in the corporate governance statement. As well as describing the policy, or providing a clear explanation if no such policy exists, they must explain the objectives of the policy, how it has been implemented and the results of the policy in the reporting period. Where this information is incorporated into existing disclosures outside the corporate governance statement, a suitable cross-reference should be provided.

Areas of regulatory focus

Corporate governance is currently an area of substantial focus for Government, regulators such as the FRC, and investors along with their representative organisations. Some of the areas that the regulator is focusing on include:

- The **quality of explanations** given where a company does not comply with one or more provisions of the Code. In January 2017, the FRC noted that, “overall, too many explanations of non-compliance are of poor quality.” It went on to explain that the features of a good explanation for departure from a Code provision are that it should “set out the background, provide a clear rationale for the action being taken, and describe any mitigating activities. In addition, where deviation from a particular provision is intended to be limited in time, the explanation should indicate when the company expects to meet the provision.”

- Constructive reporting on longer term **viability statements** in line with the spirit of the Code. The FRC has called for more comprehensive reporting, including a clear rationale for the choice of timeframe, what qualifications and assumptions were made, and how the underlying analysis was performed. This has also been an area of focus for the investor community. The Investment Association has published Guidelines on Viability Statements and the FRC has encouraged investors to engage with companies to stem the risk of the viability statement becoming “boilerplate” reporting.

- More clarity and brevity in **remuneration reporting** with attention paid to the GC100 and Investor Group’s Guidelines (mentioned above). These encourage a clearer link between remuneration and strategy and clarification of items in the remuneration policy to be included in the single total figure of remuneration.
• Informative detail in the audit committee report about the actions the audit committee has taken, in particular the significant issues relating to the financial statements and interactions between the audit committee and the FRC’s Corporate Reporting Review team or the review of the company’s audit by the FRC’s Audit Quality Review team.

• Succession planning and corporate culture disclosures have each been the subject of recent FRC projects and are likely to feature in the update to the UK Corporate Governance Code later in 2017 (see ‘On the horizon’ below).

• The FRC is encouraging companies and investors to consider where disclosure may be required on areas of risk such as Brexit.

**On the horizon**

**Corporate governance reform**
The Government is planning to introduce certain corporate governance reform initiatives, including some affecting corporate reporting. These will be introduced through a number of different mechanisms including secondary legislation, changes to the UK Corporate Governance Code and other industry-led solutions.

The proposals relating to corporate reporting include:

1. Requirements for quoted companies to:
   • report annually the ratio of CEO pay to the average pay of their UK workforce together with a narrative explaining changes in the ratio from year to year and setting the ratio in the context of pay and conditions across the wider workforce; and
   • provide a clearer explanation in their remuneration policies of a range of potential outcomes from complex, share-based incentive schemes.

2. Requirements for all companies of significant size (both public and private – suggested to be a threshold of 1,000 employees but will be subject to further consideration) to explain how their directors comply with the requirements of section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 to have regard to employee interests and to fostering relationships with suppliers, customers and others – this is in line with the FRC’s proposals in its updated Guidance on the Strategic Report, currently under consultation.

3. Requirements for all companies of a significant size to disclose their corporate governance arrangements in their directors’ report and on their website, including whether they follow any formal code. The Government’s initial view is that these requirements should apply to companies with more than 2,000 employees. A similar requirement for Limited Liability Partnerships of similar scale will also be considered.

   The current intention is to bring the reforms into effect by June 2018 to apply to company reporting years commencing on or after that date.

**Code amendments**
The FRC intends to consult on amendments to the UK Corporate Governance Code in the late Autumn, to be accompanied by updated Guidance on Board Effectiveness. Recent hot topics such as succession planning, corporate culture and diversity are likely to be included, along with updates reflecting the requests of Government and the tone of corporate governance reform, such as the importance of integrity.
Financial statements

No major changes in IFRSs came into force for the reports covered by our survey this year. Listed groups are required to prepare consolidated accounts under IFRSs as adopted by the EU and this will remain the case for the foreseeable future, despite the outcome of the referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU. Listed entities that are not parent companies, such as many investment trusts, can also choose to prepare financial statements using FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102).

The separate financial statements of a ‘qualifying entity’ can be prepared under FRS 101 Reduced Disclosure Framework (FRS 101), which closely reflects IFRS accounting but with reduced disclosures. If eligible, this may be an attractive option for many parent companies’ separate financial statements and for their subsidiaries. Another option is to apply FRS 102 with reduced disclosure. There is no longer a requirement for companies applying FRS 101 or 102 to notify their shareholders in writing.

New requirements

Below is a list of the new IFRS requirements coming into force for financial years ending between September 2017 and August 2018 (depending in some cases on whether IFRSs as endorsed by the EU or as issued by the IASB are being applied). Hyperlinks to further information are included in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>As issued by the IASB, mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
<th>Per the EU adopting regulation, mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual Improvements to IFRSs: 2014-16 Cycle (Dec 2016) – IFRS 12 amendments</td>
<td>1 January 2017</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 7 (Jan 2016) – Disclosure Initiative</td>
<td>1 January 2017</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 12 (Jan 2016) – Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses</td>
<td>1 January 2017</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Areas of regulatory focus

In relation to financial statements, significant areas of regulatory focus at the moment include the following:

- Complete and distinct disclosures of critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty. Companies are required to distinguish between critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainties and provide separate disclosures of these. Only sources of estimation uncertainty that have significant risk of resulting in a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets and liabilities within the next financial year should be disclosed. Complete disclosures include sensitivities in relation to the estimation uncertainties and the range of reasonably possible outcomes.

- Various accounting issues relating to pensions, in particular:
  - having quantified information about the level of funding of the pension scheme in future years;
  - clearly identifying and explaining risks inherent in the investment strategy, describing assets used in liability-driven investment strategies, including sensitivity analyses and discussing interaction of assumptions;
  - whether future committed contributions are in excess of any deficit recognised and, if so, whether this means any additional liability should be recognised;
  - whether companies have a detailed and specific accounting policy and whether any critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty are disclosed; and
  - whether the strategic report describes significant risks and uncertainties relating to pensions.
• **Tax accounting and disclosures** remain a significant area of focus, in particular:

  – narrative around tax strategy, policy and governance;
  – the completeness of disclosures of uncertain tax positions and the risk of material change in the tax liability;
  – identifying the effective tax rate and discussing what factors might affect that rate in future;
  – explanation of major reconciling items between profit before tax multiplied by an appropriate tax rate and the total tax charge, including distinguishing non-recurring items from those expected to arise each year; and
  – using an appropriate tax rate in the tax reconciliation and not simply defaulting to the domestic tax rate, e.g. where there are significant multi-jurisdictional operations.

• Disclosures relating to **forthcoming major new IFRSs**. As implementation of IFRSs, 9, 15 and 16 draws closer, disclosures will need to become more specific and granular concerning the expected effects and how the company is addressing implementation. When the financial impact is known or reasonably estimable, disclosures will need to include quantification.

• The identification of “exceptional”, “non-recurring” or similar items remains an area of focus, with challenge to be expected where similar amounts recur year on year.

• Disclosure of **accounting policies** should avoid unnecessary repetition of information, boilerplate or irrelevant items. Accounting policies should not be provided for items or transactions that are immaterial, non-existent or no longer relevant.

• Correct accounting for and disclosure of **business combinations**. Care should be taken to distinguish between asset acquisitions and business combinations, to identify arrangements that are remuneration rather than consideration and not to inappropriately aggregate disclosures for different business combinations.

• **Revenue recognition** policies should be clear and tailored to reflect a company’s different revenue streams, giving suitable company-specific detail rather than boilerplate.

• The impact of a **low interest rate environment and uncertainties** around the macro-economic environment mean that scrutiny can be expected on issues such as impairments, recognition of deferred tax assets and fair value measurements.
On the horizon
Looking further ahead, the table below shows other new standards and amendments published by the IASB, along with their effective dates and EU endorsement status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>As issued by the IASB, mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
<th>Per the EU adopting regulation, mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Improvements to IFRSs: 2014-16 Cycle (Dec 2016) – IFRS 1 and IAS 28 amendments</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 40 (Dec 2016) – Transfers of Investment Property</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRIC 22 – Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 4 (Sept 2016) – Applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 2 (Jun 2016) – Classification and Measurement of Share-based Payment Transactions</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifications to IFRS 15 (Apr 2016) – Clarifications to IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 16 – Leases</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRIC 23 – Uncertainty over income Tax Treatments</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 17 – Insurance Contracts</td>
<td>1 January 2021</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Regulatory overview endnotes

22. https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/6b0ace1d-1d70-4678-9c41-0b44a62f0a0d/Guidance-on-Audit-Committees-April-2016.pdf
23. https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/Link/Document/Blob/b127c6d6f67f7e1e698d8c8b09b4f043e0.pdf?targetType=PLC-multimedia&originCo ntext=document&transitionType=DocumentImage&uniqueId=08a8fbae-9717-4a54-8459-fbf30fba9f6e&contextData={sc.Default}
24. https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/Link/Document/Blob/b127c6d6f67f7e1e698d8c8b09b4f043e0.pdf?targetType=PLC-multimedia&originCo ntext=document&transitionType=DocumentImage&uniqueId=08a8fbae-9717-4a54-8459-fbf30fba9f6e&contextData={sc.Default}
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